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EDITORIALS
The Coming Presidential Election
HE American voter is at present facing a political
situation which is unique in many ways. Not the
least of these is found in the fact that he is challenged
to think before he ca:s1ts his ballot this fall. A disappointing feature that has marked the American political scene for some decades has been the absence of
real issues. True, there have been differences between
the two major parties, but these were only surface differencGS - not grounded in any really important principle of a political, economic, or moral kind. The
chief point of difference seems to have been that the
one party was in power and! the other wished to be.
For the rest, whatever historical origins may testify
to the contrary, the differences between the Republican
and the Democratic party were for all practical purposes negligible.
Of late this situation has changed. Certain basic
issues are inevitably coming to the fore - issues
that cut deeper tfam matters of party patronage and
political spoils. The depression and the drouth have
helped to shake us out of our economic complacency
and political indifference. Questions of social security, of the protection of the farmer and the laboring
man in their economic struggle, of the propriety of
government control in business and industry - these,
and others which have arisen, are introdlucing a deeper
note into our discussions centering around the coming
presidential election. Also fascistic and collectivistic
trends within our borders are raising the issue as to
racial and religious liberties. The American citizen is
getting a chance to do a little thinking before he casts
his ballot thtis fall. It is siincerely to be hoped that he
will not pass up this opportunity.
It is more than time to put aside that small partisan
attitude, so characteristic of many traditional Republicans as well as Democrats1, which prompts them to
vote as party "loyalty" dictates, without consideration
of the real issues involved!. We should be on our
guard against the sensational appeal of the demagogue
and political quack, who plays the strings. of passion
and class hatred. We should be on our guard against
the alarmist reactionary, who sees a "Red" menace in
every effort of the government to face new problems
and new situations in an unconventional way. We
should not allow ourselves to be led astray by hollow
phrases and vacuous mottoes. Liberty, security, and
social justice arc ultimate issues upon which we pass
at thJe ballot box today, but those who mouth these
phrases most freely today arc not always the genuine
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protagonists of the causes' they claim to champion.
\Ve trust 1[1.he articles in this issue of THE CALVIN
FoRuM from ·bhe hands. of Professors Hoekstra and
Ryskamp will aid our readers in arriving at an intelligent judgment for themselves1 on some of the issues
involved in the coming presidential election.

C.R
l

Once More Comes Labor Day
ROFESSOR PIETERS' series of articles, the last
of which is run in this issue of our journal, has
P
served to direct the attention of our readers to the
significance of Christianity, both historically and ethically, for the wage earner and his, struggle for existence. The point of view from which these articles
were written is one which we may well cultivate.
There has been too little study and consideration of
the real thrust of Scriptural principles in their bearing
upon the solution of our industrial Hls. Despite the
fact that modern industrialism with its mass1 production and factory system is a distinctly modern development, the divine ordinances in Scripture (even those
of the Old Testament, as Dr. Pieters has pointed out)
contain a wholesome and uplifting thrust for presentda~i industrial relations. With the approach of another holiday dedicated! to the cause of Labor, Christians may well remind the world of th!e significance of
the divine ordinances for the human relations at stake
in the whirl of modern industrial life.
The Christian should set himself against every form
of industrial violence and sabotage. We should recognize the right of the laboring man to organize in a
peaceable manner for the assertion of his rights and
for joint action in the face of any injustice on the part
of those who own the tools for economic production.
It shouldi also become increasingly evident that Christian laboring people do not proceed from the same
basic convictions, and hence do not pursue the same
objectives, as does the worldly laboring man. The line
of demarcation between those who are, and those
who are not of Christ, should become apparent in the
industrial struggle. In Germany, Switzerland, and
Holland positively Christian labor organizations have
been in existence for some time and are doing a splendlid piece of work for th1e practical elimination of industrial ills. Also in our own country the foundations
for such an organization have recently been laid.
Christian laboring men should join the Christian Labor Association and help organize a unit in their own
community. May the Christian Labor Association
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(headquarters al Grand Rapids, Mich. - 52 Grove
St., N.E.) prosper and grow and become a migh!l:y instrument for the establishment of social righteousness
in the industrial sphere.
C. B.

Four Hundred Years Ago
HIS year marks the 400th birthday of a remarkT
able book still very much alive today. John Calvin's Institutes of the Christian Religion was not
only a classic from a literary and doctrinal point of
view. It was much more than that. Together with
the prefatory letter addressed to the then reigning
lung of France, it was a magnificent vindication of the
position of Protestant Christianity in the face of misunderstanding, s1lander, and calumny so prevalent in
that day. It was a clear and cogent systematic treatise
on Christian truth as drawn anew from the fountain
of biblical revelation. As such it is a compend of
doctrine that has stobd th1e test of centuries. But it is
also a great document on mattens1 of individual and
social ethics. Although on some matters Calvin's views
are necessarily out-modied today, it is remarkable
on how many great moral issues 11~s stand was not
only advanced in his day, but sufficiently advanced today to serve as a beacon light for us in our twentieth
century struggles. The Scriptural, God-centered, Godhonoring conception of truth and way of life incorporated in the chapters of the Institutes is still the
only hope for our day. Profe.ssor Meeter's article in
this issue is the first of a series projected in which different writers in this year of the 400th anniversary of
this remarkable book will set forth its meaning and
vahle for us today.
c. B.

Sphere Sovereignty and Liberty
HEN Gomarus was called before the States, of
Holland to give an account of his differences
W
with his col!eague Arminius, he spoke the well-known
words, ]{erlcelijke zaken mocten kerkelijk behandeld
warden, church affairs belong to the church.
This excellent principJe worked out, and formulated
on a broader scale, became the title of the orationwith
which Dr. A. Kuyper opened the Free University in
1880. It was one of the key principles of the po-werful
neo-Calvinistic movement in the Netherlands. Dr.
Kuyper gave 1tU1e ide·a the lofty name of Sozwereiniteit in eigen kring, which might be 1:ranslated by the
term Sphere sovereignty. It meaI1it, freedom for cultural, social, andl political instituHons from the paternnalism of the State and the "maternalism" of the
Church.
Thus the new Calvinistic movement became the anfagonist of all State and Church board! interference,
and the defender of a number of free institutions, the
free Christian school, the free Ch~istian press, the free
Christian home, a free Chitirch in a free State, a fre~
Christian political party, a free Christian sodal organization, a free Christian University, a free Christian lilera ture and art.
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Several of these institutions have been transplanted
to South Africa and North America, and are bearing
fruits which are evoking the praise and admiration of
Calvinists with a Scotch and English background.
Great Britain has been famous for its Puritanic strain
which even now shows itself in its balanced and religious radio broadcasts, and we would not be surprised
if this Puritanic sentiment would be the heritage of
Cromwell and his roundheads. But Holland fought
an eighty years' war for rcligious and civic liberty,
and it is no wonder that the genius of Dutch Calvinism is liberty, independence, democracy, sphere sovereignly. It is this genius that explains why organizations, papers, and publications are flourishing in the
Christian Reformed denomination as now'J11ere.else.
H.J. V.A.

Sphere Sovereignty and Philosophy
F late a Calvinistic philosophy has been developO
ing which is founded on the principle of sphere
sovereignty. It is called the philosophy of the weis-

idcc. This name has been chosen to d'!istinguish this
philosophy on the one hand from Biblicism which believes that all principles are revealed in Scripture, and
that deduction from Scriptural principles is the only
thing needled to come to a complete Reformed life apd
world view. And on the other hand to distinguish it
from the semi-Christian philosophies which want to
build up a life and world view independent of the
Bible and of the theologians, and, after imprisoning
their religious life in a water-tight compartment, to
let it seep through only "mediately." The new philosophy believes in the intimate contact of t
two
revelations; in the immediate, unique, and i ,, lible
authority of the Scriptures,; in the finality of t'H'~ Testimony of the Holy Spirit; and in the fact that the structure, the essence, the logos, the law of the universe
and of human thinking has been preserved by God's
common grace, even though man's nature has been
totally, i. e. spiritually an.di naturally, depraved. It is
the old phHosophy of Calvin holding on to the doctrine
of common grace, and to the doctrine of the antithesis.
To be convinced of this we have only to read the first
article in the firsrt issue of Philosophia Reformata, of
the first quarter of 1936, and the paper by Dr. J.
Severijn on God's Sovereignty and Culture in the
annals of the second international congress of Calvinists of 1935, published by M. Nijhoff, The Hague.
It seems that e.,<oipecially Calvinists of Dutch d:e$2ent
in America ought to watch this new shoot of the new
movement. Notwithstanding their Dutch background
they also run the dlanger of los1ing themselves either
in the maze of legalistic Episcopalianism which wants
everythfog under the control of the clergy and Qf
church boards; or, to go to the other extreme of surrendering half-heartedly, whole-heartedly to a philoso1>h:y which pries life loose from religion, and thus will
lead to utter ruin. 'Ve do not only need a Reformed
theology, but also a Reformed philosophy. And the
philosophy of Sphere Sovereignty seems to have spoken
with exactness and conviction.
H.J. V.A.
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The present program involves the payment to the
farmer of a small sum of money per acre on fifteen
HERE may be a sobering down after the gay per cent of the acreage devoted, in the las;t year, to
twenties, but American life is still full of cor- such soil-depleting crops as wheat, corn, potatoes, etc.,
ruption, and America is no exception to the world. the farmer to with!hold such acreage from production
It is the same story all over the globe. State and so- of such crops this year and to devote them to soilciety are breaking down. Education and art are dis- rebuilding crops, such as1 clover and others. The
integrating. The home is being destroyed by lack of money given the farmer will be used for the purchase
authority and marital fidelity. Life in general is, weak- of seedls, for lime, and for other soil-builders.
ening because the nations are forgetting God, and inIt is not generally appreciated that there is a real
dulging in rebellion and voluptuousness. And the
need of sucJh emphasis in Agriculture. According to
Church, instead of stand~ng up for the old message
Secretary Wallace, however, about nine-tenths of our
of sin and salvation, is casting jealous eyes on the farming should be called land mining rather than
world and its secret pleasures.
cropping. And according to Dr. H. H. Bennett, the
In such days all forces of Christianity should be director of the soil conservation service, 100,000,000
organized, and the women should not lag behind. All acres of American soil formerly under cultivation have
evangelical women should unite. All those who be- already been completely destroyed, another 125,000,000
lieve in the cross of Christ should fight the good fight acres have been robbed of a large part of the top soil,
against revolutionary principles and their protagonists. and another 100,000,000 acres have already undergone
Let Christian wives and mothers not be satisfied with· considerable erosion.
sewing and mission circles and with study clubs. Let
The cynic may again insist that the individual
them organize to protest against evil, and to propagate farmer should bear the cost of soil conservation. It
the gospel truth.
appears, however, as Walter Lippmann emphasized
H.J. V. A.
recently, that the individual farmer has not been able
to withdraw his land from the production of soil-depleting crops nor to buy the necessary soil rebuilders.
Is It True 1
Moreover, his continued production of these crops has
"·L'
· IBERALISM and Modernism, as systems of theolbut caused! the price to drop further and make it still
ogy, so far as they ever were ordered, have col- less possible for him to carry out this program himlapsed," says Macfarland in his new book on "Contem- self. As Lippmann insists, our protection of American
porary Christian Thought." This judgment is con- manufactured goods against imports of European
firmed by the liberal Dieffenbach, in a review of this goods has helped to rob us of the foreign market
volume, and is attributed to the inroa~ of Barth. But for agricultural goods, and our monopolistic or semiDieffenbach also contends that a new humanism is monopolistic control of certai.n manufactured goods
rising which gives place to the transcendent God as the has enabled those from whom the farmer has to buy
center of human consciousness, without making room to keep up their prices.
for the doctrines of creation and atonement. In other
That there is need of soil conservation in the interest
words, the old liberalism with its emphasis on imma- of tl1:e whole country there can be no doubt. That the
nence and love is dead. But the new liberalism still nation should concern itself with this problem the hisrejects the Christ. It believes in a God of righteous- tory of other nationSi proves positively. That the indiness, but not that Zion is redeemed by justice.
vidual farmers have not been able to meet this need
or at least have not done so during the last couple of
H . .T. V. A.
decades or more is also a fact. In the case of a long
range policy such as this the individual must be guided
Soil Conservation
by those who can provide a program that concerns
HE cynic may be inclined to regard the money itself with t1h1e good of the whole nation as, well as that
now being spent for the purpose of soil rebuild- of the inJdiividual farmer. Considered economically
ing and the prevention of further soil erosion as but and ethically, therefore, there must be a general guidanother attempt on the part of the Democrats1 to ing program of which each individual may avail him.finance the farmer, now that the A. A. A. has been de- self, and, fron1 an ethical point of view also, it would
clared unconstitutional. Such cynicism is, however, seem that, if the individual cannot afford to carry out
hardly deserved in this instance. The soil conserva- the program because of weakness in our present organtion program is not one hastily devised to keep the ization, some one must come to his assistance. The
farmer "in the money" and the Democratic party in principle of soil conservation, it appears, is estabhis good graces. According to Secretary Wallace it lished and it would be a matter of com.mon prudence
was a part of the Department of Agriculture's long- to carry it out.
run program which was introduced two or three years
Both of the leading parties are pointing in the same
earlier than it would have been, and should have been, direction in approving this type of activity. Under the
by the Supreme Court's decision. Nor does it involve circumstances it would seem that they are wise also
a policy advocated by the Democrats only. Both par- in being willing to have an agency as broad as the
ties in their new platforms have declared! themselves Federal government to supervise and finance it. "That
as heir 6 in favor of this kind of activity in behalf of the best plan in detail may be for carrying it out only
the farmer, and, as it seems to be clearly indicated, in experience can tell.
the interest of the whole country.
H. J. R.

Evangelical Women, Unite

T

T

JOHN CALVIN'S INSTITUTES

THEN AND NOW

H. Henry Meeter, Th. D.
Professor of Bible and Calvinism, Calvin Colle_qe, Grand Rapids, Michiuan

year 1536 a small pocket-sized handbook of
IfourNthetheinches,
Christian Religion, not even measuring six by
written by a youth of twenty-six, capti-

1of the Christian religion, which could unify these di/verging for•ces and save the mo·vement from complete
! disintegration.
vated the attention of religious Europe, Protesitant
Furthermore, the leaders in the established Church
and Roman Catholic alike.
made H11e charge that the Reformers were mere ic0110The demand for this little volume was so g.r•eat that clasts, critics of existing evils in the Church, of which·
presses operating in various places simultaneously there were admittedly many. But, they insisted, these
could at times scarce keep up with the demand. New Protestant Refq'rmers had nothing constructive to
and enlarged editions followed each other at intervals offer in its stead. This charge could be made with
of a few years until in 1559, when the eighth or final some .s1how of reason. It is true Melanchthon had writedition appeared, the little booklet, with its1 order re- ten his Commonplaces (Loci Communes), a small
arranged, had grown into four hooks and to five times and none too clear treatise of the doctrines of the
its original size. It was translated from the original Chris1tian religion as held by the Reformers, but this
Latin and Frend~ editions written by its author, into could hardly be expected to nor d:id it meet the
English, German, Polish, Dutch, Italian, Spanish, Hun- need. In The Institutes of the Christian Religion by
garian, in fact into most of the European languages, John Calvin there was for the first time provided a
and Arabic besides. It was lauded by friends and vili- clear and systematic statement of what the Protesfied -...:c.. .and respected - by enemies. Roman Catholics tants believed. So well suited was this book for the ·
called it the Koran of the heretics, their Talmud; thie task that Calvin has become known, largely through
Protestants adored it as a treasill.Ted textbook in the- its influence, as. the saviour of Protestantism. Meology, and a coveted source of information for the lanchthon spoke of him as the Aristotle (the !;ystemalaity, which it remained for 150 years. In early New tizer) of the Reformation. It is perhaps becal:tse of ·
England it was the most widelY' read volume next to the writing of The Institutes fully as much ;a!) any of
the Bible, and found a place in all the colonial libraries. his great achievements, that history has; accovp:Od CalSuch, in brief, is the account of the history of The vin tfuie high honor of ranking him with the first leadInstitutes of the Christian Religion, by John Calvin. ers of the Reformation, Luther and Zwingli; though
There must have been good reason for the wide cir- he in reality lived twenty-five years later, a1).<l virtually
culation and the commanding position which this book belongs to the second generation of Reformers~
secured and held over so long a period, both in the
nature of the book itself and in the conditions of the
Its Value Today
times which occasioned the demand for it. The InstiSuch was the critical importance of The Institutes
tutes themselves largely explain their own popularity.
The book is a treatise of the doctrines of the Christian I for the Reformation era and for the age immediately
l'.eligion in systematic order as !held by the Protestants,l following. But what of its imporfanoe for today? Is
presented by one who was a clear thinker, a profound/ there anyt!hing of value in the theology de{end~d by
scholar of wide theological and classical learning, a/ The Institutes for the solution of the pressiµg prob- ·
prince of Bible exegetes,, a Frenchman who had thei lems which engage our minds in this age? Why pause'
masterly ability to organize and systematize his ma- to commemorate the publication of a volume...,.- notaterial and to sitate his views in the very best of Cicero- ble though it be -- which appeared now 400 years
nian Latin style. The book was no dry-as-dust theolog- ago? 'Jlhe ideas Calvin promulgated: have long since
ical tome. It had tihe power to fascinate, to hold the grown unpopular with the masses in the P.l'otestant
attention, to impress by its compelling argument even Church. Only a minority have still adhered. to C(llthose who in that age of religious conflict refus1ed to vin's teachings, and not always with the greatest
be convinced. A book of that nature must command fervor. Is there enough of permanent value in the
teadhiings of Calvin, that they should be reviveq? What ·
attention.
is more, are there any straws in the theologi'*l wind
The Savior of Protestantism
which indicate that the trend in theology today is again
But there must have been as well a ready market in the direction of Calvin's ideas?
·
'
for such a book if it was to arouse popular interest
The ques1tion is one of genuine interest to all Bible
over an ever-expanding area and be more than a nine lovers. For Calvin was a Bible student, if ever there
days' wonder. The Protestantism of the day was in was one. ·what he gave and intended to give was not
dire need of just such a work, both for the unification his own private opinion on religious subjects, his philof its own forces and for its defense against Roman osophy of religion, but a reproduction in systematic
Catholicism. There was widespread dissatisfaction form of what the Bible taught. It is common knowlwith the teachings and practices of the Church of edge that in theology Calvin was not an orgii1ator of
Rome, but there was also widespread difference con- new ideas, but a ·systematizer of ideas alreaqy existcerning cardinal doctrines among the Protestants ing. In fact the whole Reformation movement in its
themselves. Protestantism threatened to go to seed 1 th:eological aspect has often been characterized as rein all sorts of sectarian forces. 'Jll11e need of the hour { vived Augustinfanism. And St. Augustine in his Chris~
was a clear and convincing statement of the doctrines i tian period was no originator, but revived the ideas of

Jo
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virtues and in promoting a social gospel of a Kingdom
of God for this present life. Modern religious liberalism today a1as mov~d a long distance from its original
moorings as a scientific movement, and has become
much more a romantic type of religion.
But even modern religious liberalism, with its subjectivism, its lack of clear dogmas about God and the
supernatural - which is of the very heart of religion
- could in the long run not satisfy. An outstanding
mo!diernist like H. E. Fosdick, while not wanting to
return to orthlodoxy, was yet voicing the disappointments of modernism characteristic of many in 'hiis
article in The Christian Century of las.t December,
"Beyond Modernism." And Edwin Lewis in his A
Christian Manifesto is doing the same thing. And
Niebuhr, Pauck, and Miller in The Church Against
the World are ·d'oing trhe same thing. There is today
a growing number of religious thinkers. who style
themselves Religious Realists. They differ widely in
their philosophical.and theological outlook. But they
express a common dissatisfaction with the subjectivism of modern t1bieology and are seeking to reintroduce the tone of objectivity into their religious
· concepts1. Several of the notes of a Calvinistic theolRecent Trends
ogy dealing with an objective God and an objective
This article plans to sketch some of the outstanding religion are again being sounded by them.
characteristics of present-day religious thought which
indicate such a return. There is, first of all, a trend
A New Regard for Authority
from a subjective to a more objective type of religion
The same note of objectivity, particularly as it re:.
and a desire to be guided by objective authority. The
nineteentihJ century could not be so characterized. It Iates to regard for authority, has received dlecided.
was an age in which the naturial sciences scored great strengthening by tlh!e catastrophe of the world war.
triumphs, and gave great promise to solve the riddles Before the war there was an overweening confidence
of the universe. The world - humanity included -- in what man himself by the application of science
was to many conceive:dl to be like one vast machine, in could produce. Nothing seemed beyond his reach.
which everything operated according to mechanical But the war, with the concluded peace and the postlaw. Science, according to tl:iiem, ought, therefore, in war conditions, has given an awful jolt to the feeling
all spheres, to be abl~ to determine with almost mathe- of self-s1Ufficiency and to the confidlence in science
matical exactness what was1 truth, by methods similar l}rominent before the war. Especially is this true in
to those applied in natural science. Theology, too, to Europe. And the repercussion of what is going on
claim the right to be called scientific, should not con- in the minds of Europea.ns is being felt, though in
. cern itself with unseen elements as God and heaven, milder form, also in America .
Science had claimed too much for itself. It had
but witlbl observable religious phenomena, determined
neither
stopped war, nor greed, nor crime, nor vice,
by the "scientific" method.
nor
could
it control our economic happiness. "Away
But science today has given up the mechanistic
wiH11
all
these
subjective intellectual opinions. Science
theory of the universe as being unable to account for
is
powerless."
Many are turning away from the realm
all the facts. Certainly humarn personality, to mention
but one thing, cannot be explainedi by it. And the of the intellect and are seeking satisfaction in the
truth is being brought hlome to us that there are other dominance of the will. Give us some objective authormethods of arriving at truth than those to be followed ity, something of force that can sway the minds of men
in natural science. The "scientific" method, when ap- anldl stir them to right action, something, be it eV'en a
plied to theolbgy, was very disappointing, since it pro- myth, which can serve as a focussing point round
duced only meagre results, as the attempts of the whiich enthusiasms can centre. With some this focusPositivJsitic School in Germany revealed. It gave but sing centre is the myth of a world-wide labor organization which will never materialize, with others ~it is
vague notions of God, of sin, and of a :hereafter.
the myth of a German race, with others it is a dictator
as
Hitler or Mussolini. More religious minds are turnDisappointed with Modernism
ing to the myth of a national religion or to the Roman
The disappointments which the "scientific" method, Catholic Oh:urch as supplying the note of objective
when applied to religion, yielded, led many mod- authority which they fail to find in the uncertainties
errnists to repudiate doctrine altogether and to turn of liberal Protestantism. But what about the scientific
from the realm of the intellect to the realm of the bases of these new ideals? "That of it if they are not
emotions, following Schleiermaclhter, or to the realm scientifically well-grounded, as long as they are able
of the will, following Ritschl. Each could cherish his to create a spell upon the minds1 of men and produce
own notions about God and heaven, since nothing defi- desired results. 'Vhile in many t~1ds sentiment is leadnite could be determined. Doctrine was, taboo, and ing away from religion, yet the unmistakable craving
religion should be engaged in the inculcation of ethical for objective authority is there.
St. Paul. The Reformation was therefore a back-tothe-Bible movement.
This was preeminently true of Calvin. While Luther adopted as his slogan: "Nothing contrary to
the Bible," and Zwingli relieid ratl:i!er heavily on his
philosophical speculations for some of his conclusions,
Calvin's slogan was: "Nothing but the Bible." While
he gathered ideas from all sources, and firmly believed
in the study of the book of nature, and in the learning
of the ancient Greeks, and Romans, quoting tihem profilsely in the later edHions of The Institzztes, still the
·one criterion whereby he judged all wasJ1is Bil;>le. It
was the unconditional positive norm for faith and
life. And with his scholarly exegetical ability - he is
called a Prince of exegetes, anid' wrote commentaries
on most of the book;s of the Bible - he wag; able to
know as few could know what the Bible taught, and
to mould its teachings into the system which he incor:.
porated in The lnstirtutes. The question, then, "Is
there a trend towards Calvin's ideas today?" is very
similar to this one: "Is there a back-to-the-Bible
~ovement noticeable today?"
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This is a diay of opportunity for Calvinism with its
insistence on the aboolute sovereignty of God, and the
supreme authority of the Bible as the Word of God,
and the dynamic of a Spirit-inspired faith in God.
There is nothing in history that has manifested such
power to sway men's minds, to rouse to right action,
and to inspire to holy living, while it has the added
virtue of satisfying the intellect.

with institutions of human beings has darkened the
outlook on human nature and 1ms been preaching Calvinistic sermons to us. No doubt it is with many still
a long way off to total depravity and to its correlative
of the absolute necesslity of divine grace for salvation.
But the ground is at least becoming fallow for such
teaching.

The Return to the Supernatural

We have space to hint at only one or two other peculiarities of present-day religious thought. There is
the possibility of miracles. The nineteenth century
mechanistic science had left no room for the miracle,
whether that miracle be the supernatural event of sil:illing a storm on a lake, or revealing a prophetic message from heaven, or regenerating a spiritually dead
soul. "The world-machine was under fixed laws,
which expressed what had/ always been, what would
always be, what must always1 be." Miracle was unthinkable. Today's attitude is different. The laws of
the universe are admitted to be only relatively fixed,
with plenty of room for miracles. Some are even
positing a principle of indeterminacy. Enough to indicate the changed attitude, allowing for belief in divine
supernatural grace in the heart, special revelation in
a Bible, and wonders to be consonant with a scientific
attitude.

Another characteristic note of present-day religious
thought, closely allied to the note ?f o_bjectivity, in fact
one with it, is the return to a belief m tihe supernatural. The kind of a God many in this modernistic age
had envisaged was a rather humanistic God, one ~~o
at least did not risie above the level of a pantheistic
concept. In· the hands of modernists He was gradu~lly
shorn of His divine attributes until scarcely anythmg
was left but a sentimental Fat!her. Several even ~ent
a step farther and proclaimed o:it _and out humamsm,
with nothing supernatural remammg.
But the tiJd!e is turning toward the supernatural todav. We are again beginning to believe in supe:natural spirits, both good and bad. 1\nd as for the v!ew of
God, the popularity of the Barth1an ?1?vement. m Europe and the growing sympathy for it m America, are
indicative of a trend toward the supernatural. Karl
Bar&s idea of God is not a God reduced to the level
of man but "Der Ganz Anrliere," the Wholly Other, a
(lecid~diy supernatural God. Barthian~ are reverting
from the .humanistic religion which relied solely upon
self. for the determination of its religious concepts,
~nd are speaking of a God Who cannot ~e ln~o~n
·~~cept as He reveals Himself .. And th.e ~1ble. is m
some way His revelation. Vvh1le Barthfamsm is not
Calvinism, at least not yet, it is as certain that with
Barth himself it is progressing toward Calvinism, and
has borrowed several of the latter's distinctive tenets,
such as revelation, the Bible the Word of God, emphasis on a Holy Spirit, need of a God-inspired faith.
Human Depravity Acknowledged
Another trait characteristic of present-day religious
thinking is the acknowledgment of the ~e~ravit_! of
human nature. Romantic idealists and rehg10us bberalists had taught that man's nature is> inherently good.
Man by his own native ability could be made to develop into a useful and altruistic personality. In religion the slogan was: "Develop the God that is in you!";
in pedagogy it was self-expression, with no restraints,
no inhibitions. The "original sin" and "miserable sinuer" Christianity of Calvinism was taboo. Man was
by nature not essentially bad but good. Today you
hear much more of a note of pessimism about human
nature. We no longer have the confidence of oiir
fathers, who thought they were able to do all things.
We are getting to be more like our grandfathers, who
believed in the evil in human nature, if not like the old
Puritans, who spoke of total depr.avity. The disappointments of recent years with human beings. and
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The Kingdom of God
Calvin propounded a religious. system which .was
not narrowly soteriological, but was intended to cover
the whole of life in its every phase, a Kingdom of God,
a Holy Commonwealth. This social aspect of the
Church's itask as defined by CaJvin ill' his Institutes,
is today interesting many Churches which formerly
concerned! themselves only with the saving of tl1e individual for eternity. And amongst sociologi~ts, after
seeing the pendulum swing betwee:qliberal da'Pitalism,
which will have no restraint& :placed .upon the free
movements of the individual and between p1~ collectivism of Karl Marx and ofihers, a serttimenf;isr gaining
ground that would re01:gt;i11iize our social systerninsuch
a way as to combine social security with ti1e . PJ,'eservation of individual liberty and the right of distrjbtttoo
property. This was also Calvin's idea, when he :found
the unifying ideal in the 1Grtgdoin of Goel/ ift :'\vhich
each individual had the twofold tasik of devefoping the
image of God in himself, and of laboringfCit the common weal of the Kingdom of God awong fue.p. · T11is
is also the aim of many advocates of.social Chr:istianitv
today, with this marked difference. Far too man;,
seek to ground this social Christianity on a naturalistic
basis, and thereby miss the vital power to make it in
a moral way effective. Cal.vin sought the nucleus and
guarantee of this Holy c;om111onwea1th, not in..a mere
code of ethics o~ in a. progr~mme of soci;ll :it.edemption
based on human powers, but on divine grace,,and on
the leavening influence of believers upon the citizenry,
a community, where people once more bow before.the
mandate: "Thus saith the Lord."

WE IN SOUTH AFRICA
J. Christian Coetzee, Ph.D.
Proft'ssor of Education, Potchefstroom U11iq1ersity-Co/lege, Potchefstroom, Tra11s·vaal, South Africa

R. CLARENCE BOUMA, Managing Editor of
THE CALVIN FORUM, has kindly extended an
invitation to me to write more or less regularly a
South African Letter for publication in THE CALVIN
FORUM. He says in his letter of invitation to me:

D

"It will be a treat to read the hea<l:ing 'South African Letter' more or less regularly in the pages of THE CALVIN FORUM
. . . . Such letters can serve to bring your country closer to
us. We know next to nothing about your part of the world
. . . . We will greatly appreeiate it if you will just try to make
us see your life in South Africa: the religious and cultural life,
the educational and ecclesiastical phase of that life, and the
acfivity of Calvinism in contact with other theological and cultural trends of thought and action. It will be a fine opportunity
for you to be spokesman for your people and country. I shall
appreciate it if you will set your own schedule . . . In between
I may transmit some questions that arise in the minds of some
of our readers and to wh'ich you can then ,reply as you see fit.
I am certain this will be a valuable feature of our magazine . . .
I have been reading most of the articles on Calvinism whicih
the letters of 'Bekommerd' (Worried) have called forth in
Die Kerkbode . . • By the way, you must set us straight on the
identity of the various Churches in South Africa, especially
those of Dutch ancestry. The names are quite confusing to the
average reader."

I need hardly offer an apology for the above rather
lengthy quotation from a private letter, because the
matter could scarcely have bren more accurately and
succinctly put. This quotation must serve as an excuse for thruS1ting upon the readers of THE CALVIN
FORUM the expositions that are to follow on South
Africarn religious, cultural, educational, ecclesiastical,
political, and personal problems. The editor has
asked me to set my own schedule, but has in his letter of invitation clearly iru:J[cated the lines on which
he wishes me to set my sdlredule. May I take some
of his suggesrtions for the text of my first letter?
Let me in the first place introduce to you "South
Africa," and in the second place the "We" in the title
I have chosen for these letters.
Let Us Look at South Africa
South Africa is officially known as tihe "Union of
South Africa" and is a self-governing dominion of the
British Empire. The Union of South Africa was created in 1910 and CODIS~sts of four provinces (or States,
as you in America would call them). The largest of
these provinces is the Cape Province (in full: the
Province of the Cape of Good Hope). It is the most
southerly part of tlhie African continent, covers an
area of 260,185 square miles, has a coast line of some
1300 miles, and in addition has1 four native territories,
EaSit Griqualand, Tembuland, Trarnskei, and Pondoland, making another 16,351 square miles. In 1814 it
became a British colony, having been formerly a colony of the Netherlands; in 1850 it was given responsible government and in 1910 it became one of the
provinces of the Union. The population, according
to the 1936 census statistiosi, is 784,770 Europeans and
2,037,074 non-Europeans.
The second province is the Orange Free State. This
province has an area of 49,647 square miles and joins
the Cape Province in its west and south borders:; it has

no coast line. In 1899 it joined with the Transvaal in
the war against Great Britain, but was annexed in
1900 as the Orange River Colony, and entered the
Union of South Africa in 1910 under its earlier name.
which dated from the proclamation of an independent
Boer republic in 1854, when British sovereignty terminated. Its European population is 190,107, the nonEuropean 549,449, so that the Orange Free State is the
smallest of the four provinces .
The third, and most important, province of the
Union is the Transvaal, which lies in the northeast
and is entirely; inland. It was first settled by Boers
from the Cape and became a republic in 1852, but was
annexed by the British in 1877. In 1881 it became an
inJdlependent republic again under the name of the
South Afriean Republic, whose last president was the
famous Paul Kruger. In 1900 it was again annexed
and became one of the original provinces of the Union
in 1910. The chief asset of t!hJe province is its mineral
wealth, especially gold and diamonds from the Witwatersrand area in which Johannesburg lies. The
area of the TransiVaal is 110,450 square miles; its European population is 814,994, and the non-European
2,400,381.
The fourth province is Natal, which lies between
the Indian Ocean and the Drakenberge (mountains),
northeast of the Cape Province, and has an area of
35,284 square miles, including Zululand. It is rich in
minerals; there is considerable trade in timber, while
coffee and sugar are grown. The white population is
189,519, and the black 1,542,880.
Territorially the Union of Sou th Africa is thus a big
country extending over 472,550 square miles. Its two
capitals, Cape Town, the Legislative, and Pretoria, the
Administrative, centres, are more than 1,000 miles
away from each other. It is a land of plateaus stretching as far as the eye can see, with very few mountain
ranges and only two big rivers, both unnavigable. The
rainfall is very irregular andi badly distributed, the
coastal and eastern areas receiving a fairly high, but
the inlanidJ areas a more or less low rainfall. It is a
vast country with a very small population, scattered
over the whole area. According to the 1936 census the
total population is silightly under nine and one-half
millions. It is a country of distressing extremes: we
have the richest gold mines in the world, and yet we
have also the most heart-rending poverty. It is a hard
country in which men biave to fight for a living, and in
which the non-active do not last long; it demands an
active race.

Who Are ''We"?
"We" hli South Africa are then a relatively small
group of human being.s1, all told 9,479,985. "We" includles Europeans, Natives, Asiatics, and Colored People. The European population is 1,979,390, nearly
one-half of this population live in the Transvaal; the
native population is 6,529,784, the Asiatic population
215,529, and the colored 755,282. In these letters I
shall have the opportunity of referring to all these
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races under the heading "We," but the term has for
uis .in South Africa more specifically the meaning of
"Europeans," which includes all races from Em'ope:
Englislh, Dutch, French, Germans, etc. To us, South
African Afrikaans-speaking people, the "we" definitely
refers to the older of the two principal European sections; and finally to the Calvinist South African "we"
means only that section of our heterogeneous nation
which professes the Calvinistic creed and practices
the Calvinistic life.
South Africa Biling·ual
....

From a purely European standpoint "we" then refers
mainly to the English and the Afrikaans· sections of the
mixed population. We in South Africa are a bi-racial
nation of English and Dutch ancestry. In the Act of
Union of 1910 this bi-raciality has been officially recognized in that this country has been made a bi-lingual
country, in which Afrikaans and English have equal
rigihits in all respects. We are definitely not one nation
yet, but are gradually developing into one. The following figures may prove this statement. These figures are taken from the 1918, 1921, and 1926 statistics
published by the Census Department. There is a
marked increase in bi-linguality and a marked decrease
in uni-linguality: in 1918 some 39% of the total population were bi-lingual, 29 % English and 31 % AfrikaaDISi-speaking only; in 1921 the respective figures
are: 46, 25, and 28; and in 1926: 54, 22, and 24. vVe
may summarize the position as follows: in 1918
four out of every ten South African Europeans were
bi-lingual; in 1926 five out of every ten; and we may
concludie that today six out of every ten are bi-lingual.
Every South African European !has thus in fact two
languages: the mother tongue and the other tongue.
This problem of bi-lingualism is very interesting, and
unique in South Africa - we may in later letters have
the opportunity of discussing the South African aspects of this problem.
The Churches of South Africa
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The Dutch Reformed Church
The Dutch Reformed Church, whose members are
known in common parlance as "Nederduitsers," has a
large Th:eological Seminary at Stellenbosch, where
there is also one of the largest South African Universities•, but there is no intimate relation or affinity between
the two. The Theological Seminary at Stellenbosch
is sitrongly Calvinistic in viewpoint, three of the four
professors of Theology are professedly Calvinists,
while the fourth is in theory also an adherent of the
Calvinistic principles but is in practice slightly uncertain in his attitude. The members of the "Nederduits
Gereformeerde" Church are divided! more or less
sharply into two camps - an orthodox, Calvinistic
group and a more modern-minded, evangelical group.
This Church has an official organ called Die Kerkbode, which is more modernisitic than Calvinistic in
its attitude and sympathy, being under the editorship
of Rev. P. J. G. Meiring, a strong follower of the late
Prof. J. <l:U Plessis, who had been deprived of his
chair as professor in Theology due to his modernistic
tendencies. The Theological Sclhool issues an independent periodical called Die Ge ref or'meerde Vaandel,
under the editorship of three of the professors at the
Seminary: it is a full-blooded Calvinistic organ, and
has become a powerful ins1trument in South Africa
in the rebuilding of the Calvinistic. structure.
The "Hervormd'e" Church
The "Hervormde" Church, whose members are pop·
ularly known as "Hervormden," has no independent
Theological Seminary, where its minister;s. are trained,
but it avails itself of the Faculty of Theology at .the
University of Pretoria, in whiclh: Faculty it has appointed two of its members asi professors. (At the
same University the "Nederduits Gerefortneer.de"
Church has also appointed a professor of theology Jo
train ministers more especially for the northern areas.
This section is certain[y more inclined to modernistic
views than the Theologicnl Seminary at Stell~nboseih. ,,
(The Dutch Reformed Church in Transvaalcall.s itself:
"Die Nederduits Gereformeer!dle of Hervormde Kerk"
not without mudb, unsuspected rea.son: as a whole it
has less sympathy with Calvinism tlhan the Cape "Nederduits Gereformeerde" Church, and has more affin..:
ity with the "Hervormde" Church.) The "Hervormde"
Church has its own organ, Die Hervormer, an inferior periodical in comparison with U:;i.at of the "Nede:vdluits Gereformeerde Kerk" at the Cape, viz.,
Die Kerkbode.

We in South Africa have two special interests in
life, viz., our religion and our politics, the two being
seldom clearly separated and usually intimately as~
sociated.
I now come to the answer to the request of the Managing Editor with regard to the identity of the various
Churches in South Africa, especially those of Dutch ancestry. We, Afrikaans-speaking people, have three
The "Gereformeerde" Church
principal Churches with a whole string of smaller
and bigger sects. The greatest section of us belong to
The "Gereformeerde" Church, wh!Ose members are
tlhe "Dutch Reformed Church" ("Die Nederd'uits Gere- commonly known as "Gereformeerden,'' son:letinfos, as
formeerde Kerk," called in the Transvaal also "Die "Enkel-Gereformeerden," and in contempt as "DopNederduits Gereformeerde of Hervormde Kerk) - the pers," has its own Theological Seminary at Potchefmembership totals 773,856; the second group, totalling stroom with three .professors. This Seminary works
some 62,000, call themS!elves "Die Hervormde Kerk" in very close cooperation with the Potchefsfroom Unior also "Die Nederduits Hervormde Kerk"; and the versity-College for Christian Higher Education~ to
third party, totalling 53,242, call themselves "Die Ge- wlhich latter insititution I am attached. This Churcl1
reformeenlle Kerk." (The words "Hervormde" en has its own organ called Die /{erkblad. The "Gere"Gereformeerde" both mean "Reformed," so that one formeerde Kerk" is an orthodox, purely Calvinistic
cannot diS!tinguish between them in a translation into institution. It is the only institution that has accepted
Englisihl.)
in full the principles and practices of Calvinism.
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The "Doppers" have been called hyper-Calvirnists,
the Calvinistic section of the Dutch Reformed1 Churdh
neo-Calvinisits, and the modern section of that Church
by mistake, "evangelical" Calvinists, whatever this
term might mean. The "Hervormden?' are predominantly modern and ethical in tendency, but there arc
amongst them also a few pure Calvinists,.

Tipperaries and Don'tcaries
As I have said, religion and politics arc in South
Africa very closely associated. To illustrate this I may

just call your attention to an amusing nicknaming of
one another that has its origin in the anti-British Rebellion of 1914. The pro-British members of the "Ne1dlerduits Gereformeerde" Church were nicknamed
"Tipperaries," after the popular British war song,
" 'Tis a long, long way to Tipperary''.; the anti-British
section were called "Rebellaries" (from the fact that
they were rebels); the "Gerefor1neerden" were called
"Dopperaries," and the "Hervormden," being uncer•
tain in their attitude, "Don'tcaries" (from their "don't
care" attitude).

...,
LABOR CONDITIONS AND PRACTICAL CHRISTIANITY
Albertus Pieters, D. D.
Professor: fl/:iEnq/ish Hible and Missions, Western Seminary, Holland, Michioan

,..-iHAT the principles of the Christian religion in
J_ their bearing upon the problem of labor are not yet
clearly grasped, even by maey Christian people, is only
too evident. The further teaching and application of
them is therefore one of the important tasks of the
Christian Churdh, partly in its organized capacity,
doing its work from the pulpit and through all the
pther agencies of the Church, partly in its more general
ineaning, as the whole bo:dly of Christian men and
women. Let me point out concretely a few of the
things involved in this general task.

The Progress Made
In the first place, we shall not make a good, beginning unless we thankfully recognize the progress already made. The laboring man does' have a better
·standing in the world than of Qld, and does receive,
on the whole, a better living and better opportunities
for himself and his family. This i~ true not only with
the present-day workman, as compared with ancient
times, but it is true of the working man in our country, as compared with what is true of the same grade
of workman in other lands. This is due in large part
to. economic conditions, but also in large part to laws
and public opinion in the formation of which the
Christian religion haiSI had its share.
This is perhaps clearer to me than to others, because
I spent so large a part of my life in a heathen land. I
shall not easily forget tihie sight of three thousand
working girls marching, one day, into the ,barracks
where they were housed, as workers· on contract for
three years in a cotton spinning mill in the city where
I lived in Japan. A more hopeless, dejected, worm-out
group I have never seen. Their quarters were surrounded with a high fence, to prevent escape, and yet
a nurse employed by the company told my wife that
there were constant attempts to get away. Half of
them worked twelve hours each day and the other half
twelve hours each night. There was but one set of
bedding, so the night shift at morning crept into the
same beds the day shift had just vacated, and the corresponding thing took place at night. Such a factory
does not exist, and could not exist, I hope and believe,
in our country. 'Vhen we take also the food, housing,

furniture, and enjoyments of any regular working
man of our communities, in Holland and Grand Rapids1, and compare them with what is enjoyed by similar working men in Japan, the difference is very striking. Let us not be so intent on~further progress as
to forget the road already trod.

Sunday Observance
The second duty is to hold the ground gained. This
is particularly the case with regard to the weekly day
of rest. Of all things done for the uplift of the laboring man, this is by far the greatest. It makes possible
for him the leisure to attend public worship, to enjoy
intercourse with his family and his friends, to cultivate his mind, to rest his body: in every way to be not
merely a toiler, but a man.
This, also, becomes all the more striking if one i!J;as
lived in a community where the Sun~ay rest for the
working man is unknown. In Japan the public schools
and offices are closed on Sundlays, but not the shops.
There are certain holidays in the course of the year,
but the regularly recurring refreshment of Sunday rest
is unknown. We may not all agree on the precise
religious and thistorical basis of the Stiriday obligation.
Some 'vill base it more directly upon the Fourth Commandment, others more on the remembrance of the
resurrection of Christ and its supreme value for the
Church and th~ family. On such subjects1 let every
one think as,seems best to him, but let us all join in
constantly and vigilantly guarding this great treasure.
'Vithout :such vigilance it can not be preserved. It
was a wonderful thing I read some time ago in the
Christian Labor Herald, that the Kelvinator Company had promised not to run its plant for production
on the Sunday. All honor to those who brought this
to the attention of the officers, and all honor to them
for being broad-minded enough to concede it. I hope
that such efforts will be continued, and that this will
he the beginning of similar agreements with other
firms, until there shall not be a factory in Grand Rapids where any but t1he mdsrt indispensable work for
the keeping up of the plant and machinery is dione on
the Lord's Day.
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Industrial Slavery
A further thing that I think very important is that
Christian people shall more generally be awake to the
fact that with the introduction of machinery on a
large scale the danger of slavery, or at least, of some
of the distinctive perils of slavery, has returned.
What is the essential difference between slave labor
and free labor? Is it not this, that when the free laborer finds conditions disfasteful to him, or his superior harsh and unjust, h:e can at will cease to work
in that place, and go elsewhere, while to the slave this
poSlsdbility is denied!? So long as manuufacturing
work was largely done in small units, whether by the
workman at his home or in small workshops employin'g few men~ this possibility could not be taken away
unless the laborer were put under artificial restraint
by law, making him a bondman. To hold him to a
distarsiteful job under harsh and unjust conditions it
was necessary to own the man himself.
Since the cominlg of the machine age, however, the
same thing can be accomplished in another way. It is
now possible to control the man by owning his tools,
without owning the man. Those tools, in all the major
industries, are now so expensive and complicated that
no workman can acquire them, nor can he find a buildL
ing of his own in which to house and use them. If he
is to work therefore, he must become an employee, he
has no other choice. And if conditions become un'.lust
and distasteful, he has indeed the theoretical legal
r1ght to refuse to work and go elsewhere. Therefore
he is called a free laborer, not a slave, but this is a liberty he cannot exercise. On the contrary, if he loses
the job he has, he knows only too well how difficult,
if not impossible, it will be to find another.
There is onJy too much danger, tiherefore, that although legally a free workman, he will begin to feel
like a slave, and will be treated like a slave. Hence he
needls the protection of law and of public oninion, and
as the Christian Church won the battle against slavery
in the ancient form, so it should lead tlhe fight against
it in the modern form; for in whatever form it may
be found,· nothing is more deeply repugnant to the
. whole Christian view of life than that a man should
feel like a slave and be a slave.
Organization Needed
~··

For such a task organization is indispensable. Hence
we can not help looking with approval upon t1he organization nf labor unions, even if we can not extend that
approval to all that they do. What is needed is a labor
uhion that is organized upon Christian principles, and
works along Christian lines. Such an organization is
the Christian Labor A:ssociation. I believe that it deserves the support, not only of those who themselves
are laboring men, but of others who, as Christian
men of the present day, are awake to the application
of Christian principles to current condWons. Let us
get back of these men, and do what we can, by study
of the problem, to understand their needs and perplexities, and by our influence to lead employers to see
that they ought to be treated with just consrideration.
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This is not always done. Of many instances~ let me
cite one that has come to my own knowledge. There
is a factory that has operated irregularly during the
past four or five years, and is now working more steadily; but 1!he men in it are not paid promptly. They do
get their pay, but four or five weeks late. Now, I do
not know why this is. For all I know, there may be a
good reason for it. It may be that the owner can not
finance his work in any other way. Therefore I do not
criticize the thing itself, but this I do criticize: that it
is done without ·d'ue consultation witih the men and
due explanation to them of the necessity, if necessity
it be. The owner is a Christian man, and the employees are Christian men. Is it not demanded by the
principles of the Christian religion that they should be
treated like Christian bref!hiren, not merely like laborer.SJ whose work is bought and paid for?
Th owner is in this case evidently still too much
under the old conception of labor as a commodity. We
must continue to agitate and edlucate until men see
that this is not Ohll'istian. Therefore I believe in the
work of the Christian Labor Association, and wish it
all success.

•
MY CHOICE
Oh, take all the world with its .tinsel and sin,
With its hectic enjoyments and shine, ....
But leave me the peace that is welling within
From the knowledge that Jesus is mine.
For He, meek and lowly, untainted and pure,
Yet mighty, the Rock of rhy soul,
Brings a joy and content which alone can.endure
As the waves of life's restlessness roll. ·
Oh, take the great volumes compiled by men,
Though the world offer praise to them <ill Each infidel utterance from gem-studded pen
Dipped in wells filled with gilt-colored gall But leave me the Book that through ages still
stands
Triumphant o'er critical strife,
For therein a Saviour with wounds in'H:is hands
Has shown me the pathway of Life!.
Oh, take all the world's fine castles that tower
In their majesty, beauty and pride;
All the halls made of marble that speak of man's
power,
But his lust and deceitfulness hide!
But leave me, I pray, the Beloved ·Of Heaven,
Who from I vary Palaces came,
That to me ablest dwelling above might be given
Because I believe on His name.
VERNA SMITH TEEUWISSEN.

KARL BARTH AND JOHN CALVIN
William T. Riviere, D. D.
Minister Southern Presbyterian Church, llictoria, Texas.

OUR hundred and nineteen years ago Martin
Luther, monk and theological professor, shook
F
the Word of God loose from its shackles. It was
shackled by tradition, by hierarchy, by the vested interests of a celibate clergy, and by certain fetters of
church administration and money raising. Four hundred years ago at Basel a young Frenchman named
John Calvirn published an elementary textbook, the
first edition of his Institutes of the Christian Religion.
Today in tlllat same Basel a Swiss professor named
Karl Barth is proclaiming an inspiring tl1eology of
the Word.
Barth has many followers in Europe, many interested readers in the United States. Today few authors
dare to publish a book on theology unless Barth's
name appears in the index. They call him a neosuperna turalist. The real import of all supernaturalism is that God, Who is greater than we are and
\Vho differs from us in kind and not. merely in size,
says something and does sromething. Barth asserts
very clearly and emphatically that God does for us
something which we cannot do: see page 16 of his
recent book, "God in Action." Barth also asserts that
God does speak to us1. Furthermore they call Barth
a neo-Calvinist.
Sam Houston and Karl Barth

ist to acquire citizenship in Mexican Texas; later converted and immersed into the Baptist Church.
Conservative Reformed opinion of Barth has' peaks
of admiration, but also depths of disagreement. In
fact, some of Barth's admirers seem unable to understand why instructed Calvinists in Holland and America have not swallowed the great Swiss preacher and
teacher at a gulp.
A Few Contrasts
Fortunately Barth does not want to be swallowed at
a gulp. John Calvin published edition after edition of
his famous Institutes as a textbook of Christian belief and behavior. Karl Barth tries to flavor Christian
preaching with something that modern thought was .
leaving out, or with something from God for which
modern thought offers a man-made substitute. Calvin
wrote for those who did not know enough about the
Bible and what it says. Barth writes for those who
know so much about the Bible that they cannot hear
the word it speaks. Calvin wrote for those who had
been fed sectarianism, legalism, and pries.tcraft, which
deafen the ear to the voice of God. Perhaps the medieval synthesis did the same. Barth writes for a generation nourished on false optimism, a generation either
self-confident in human strength or disappointed with
humanity and despairing, a gen~ration whose Bible
has been mutilated or even deprived of its backbone
by criticism, cramped by elaborate creeds, and entangled in mere philosophy that masquerades as theology. Calvin's revision of his great textbook was by
enlargement, not by retraction. Barth has completely
re-written two weighty; tomes; and his clearest statements crop out unexpectedly in his controversial
pamphlets. Calvin, one of the clearest and most definite writers in the world, abounds in precise state~
ment. Barth's struggle with the incomprehensible
anq the inexpressible causes him to take refuge in·
pafadox. Barth's wonderful thought is too vague to
become a creed.
Calvin, though! Warfield shows how he filled out
one empty sector of the doctrine of the Trinity, derives
all the statements that he makes from careful exegesis of Scripture, and refrains from going into all
the details that some of his theological predecessors·
considered. Calvin carefully reminds us of the limitation of our knowledge. He warns us against specu1:,i.tion and tries not to go beyond the clear statements
of tluC Word.

"Write an essay," quoth the teacher, "on the military genius of Hannibal and Sam Houston." So the
schoolboy, who had studied his ancient history diligently and had once made a little speech about the
enigmatic triumph of the jumping-jack genius whose
magnificent leadership from Gonzales1 to San Jacinto
freed Texas to Anglo-Saxon Protestantism, sharpened
his pencil. But he felt as some stray mosquito would
feel, after flying around the Washington Monument
and then buzzing over a newspaper picture of the proposed San Jacinto Monument, puzzling his wits to deeide which shaft would be the taller. "Write an
article," asks the Editor, "for THE CALVIN FoRUIII
on Karl Barth and John Calvin." Let me see. "So
Mr. Ant took his thumb-rule, his pencil, and his notebook, and proceeded to measure the Eiffel Tower."
The impression that Karl Barth makes on an oldfashioned Calvinist is something like that which Sam
.Unµ~ton makes on the situdent of history. Or indeed
like th1f~,:which
Houston made on his contemporaries.
.
.
'
Brillian(yoiinlt ·,~Zf'.t~r~!L.9i' .JJice,CJ0&.k .\Vi~r; ~N£Sessful
in politics, he became Governor of Tennessee as well
'{
A Tinge of Agnosticism
as Major-General of Militia. Then he made what
seemed a brilliant marriage. Suddenly he leaves his
I~arth goes still further. He warns• us that since
young bride, taking all the blame upon himself. He G<od is so different in kind, nature, quality (Kierke·resigns all office and hides himself among the Indians "gaard) from us, we must be reverently careful about
and rum. In Texas he pops up again, in convention.// making even a definite mental symbol for Him, for
and in camp, and turns a campaign of unbroken di ': the symbol may become our home-made idol. Feueraster into decisive victory. His later political car
, bach announced a century ago that the notion of God
with ups and downs, is similar. So is his church Jfe: is just the mental creation of our wish; Barth warns
refused Presbyterian baptism in Nashville by }flume us that in trying to think of the True God we may
after the break with Mrs. Houston; baptized a ~Roman- substitute the mental creation of our wish.
'

~~'~,,,.
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Let me illustrate. A crucifix is a touohiing reminder
of the Saviour dyinrg on the cross for us. But how
easy for reverence to pass over into superstition and
for worship to stop at the sacred symbol which was
meant to be a stepping-stone toward God! Beads may
help some people to pray, but if the beads require a
priestly blessing, they become a hindrance.
Now Barth seems to think that our very phrasing
of trutlll, being a human product, may get between
llS and God, as a crucifix may. Our official theologies
ai1d creeds, beinrg blessed by the Church, may become
so important in our eyes that we fail to see God beyond them. That fine old philosopher Qoheleth, with
the penetrating psychological insight of the wisdom
literature of the Old Testament, had a similar thought
when he wrote: "God is in heaven and thou upon
earth; therefore let thy words be few."
But Calvin follows the Word in hiis modest willingness to make positive assertions where God has
spoken, and in firmly standing by what God has said.
Our knowledge is incomplete, but what we know by
the revealed Word is both true and adequate. On the
other hand, Barth is afraid that our satisfaction with
what we know will grow into proud ignorance. What
we see may become an idol to blind our eyes.
Calvin Found Predestination in Scripture
In The Christian Century a writer tells of a candidate for church membership who was asked, out of a
Calvinist catechism, "Are you willing to be damned
for the glory of God?" "No," he replied to the examinipgco:µimittee, "but I am willing for the committee
t(l be..'~ My sympathies are with thie candidate, of
c(lq;r~~~ . Such a question may be in some Calvinist
~fe~1lisn1, hut it is not in any that has been read by
fhe Southern Presbyterian who is writing these words.
Moreover, Dean Karl Heim, great admirer of Luther,
in his Spr1p1t lectures reminds us that it was Martin
Luther who laid thlat burden on the human heart. I
d(l.J1ot think that Calvin was so exacting, for Paul was
11ot. Paul said he could wish himself accursed for the
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and election he taught for one simple reason: he found
it in the Bible. Courageously and honestly he accepted
the statements of the Written Word as1 inspired truth.
Barth and Calvin as Exegetes
Harry Emerson Fosdick is a man who has struggled
for a genuine religious faith, though he h!as been impeded by a low view of inspiration. In fact his view
seems to have bent still lower since my college and
seminary days, when hi'> little volumes used to feed our
orthodox Presbyte1rian souls ~nd help them gtrow.
Fosdick's Yale lectures of a dozen y~rs ago tell what
use he, as preacher and teacher of preaching, has been
able to make of the Bible. After describing the allegorical method of interpreting Scripture, this quite
non-Calvinistic contemporary of ours says that the
old allegorical method of interpreting Scripture is
largely discredited among intelligent Protestants, and
"we probably owe that fact to John Calvin more than
to any other man. 'For the first time in a thlousanid
years,' writes Gilbert, 'he gave a conspicuous example
of non-allegorical exposition.' His attitude toward
the ancient method is indicated at the very beginning
of his treatment of Genesis. 'We must . . . entirely
reject the allegories of Origen, and of others like him,'
we read, 'which Satan, with deepest subtlety, ]Jas endeavored to introduce into the Chturch, for the purpose of rendering the doctrine of Scripture•ambiguous
and destitute of all oortainty and firmness.' Calvin, in
a word, was a stern and exact literalist. He hated the
vague and insecure renderings of Scripture which allegory made possible."
Of Barth so acuf'e a critic as J. Gresham Machen
wrote eight years ago: "The 'Epistle to the Romans'
of Karl Barth is certainly a very s:tran.ge book, and the
Apostle Paul would probably be amazed if lie could
know thlat it purports to be an exp?sii.tion of wl~~t~1e
wrote regardmg the way of salvabqn to th~ ~01n~n
Church. But as ~ver against his ~ritics Ba::t~;gi~s tl11~oubtedly a certam measure of right on iys s~(l~....

f

sake. of his Hebrew brethren. That peak of human ?nly the 1~1an: who. comes to the Bible w.·jtl.J. f.·I· .·.l;· · .e· · .·d· · .·.;.·e.·.•·.·•.;.P.••.•.·
.·s . ~.•·.··.ir
. •. self-sacrificial desire was Paul's own, not ours~ not mg question of lus own soul . . . can really sQ,11?'.l.:erfor example nor from law but simply an expression ~t:nd the 'Vord of God."
.··. · •· · .• ···
of active love. The glory of God in the wished-for salCalvin was trying, with '~a . plain brief:]Jess,'' t;to
vation of the Jews and in the fulfilment of God's prom- show forth the mind of the writer." Bart11 states ¥iis
ise was in the background of Paul's heart; but the own object somewhat as follows: (t) Cal~rin 1n~ile
motive he specified was blood-kinship, race, patriotism masterly use of a kind of criticism which oufof utf,er
of the noblest kind, the desire that his fellow-Israelites loyalty expands or abbreviates the text in ovdertp.;.{l;et
might share the love of God in Chirist Jesus., the love the correct emphasis anld meaning. Barth .a.iws toJ><::
from. which nothing can separate.
thinking and writing with Paul rather t
.· . rely
It is customary to think of Calvinism primarily in about Paua. Pa11L~!i'!il'.~.~§:ed .1:1;~~,~.ll...
ri:es·and
terms of the decrees, of sovereignty, of electir.)?!,, ';fJ. ·w~1s speaking of Jes11s Christ. ~2) Now Barth ta~es
predestination or even of double predestination. fThere the lofty deity of God very seriously, accepting Kie1,lrnare better ways of describing the true.. emphasis c>)f the gaard's infinite qualitative distinction hehveen ·ti.me
system of thought whiohi John Calvin rescned for 1the and eternity, and so between man and God. ConseChurch. But all will agree that Calvin began wiht1 quently the theme which Barth finds in the Bible is
the
ord of God. He undertook to find out and \ the relation between such a God and such a man.
bring out what the Bible says. v\Te need this "Tord ...((3) "Paul knows what most of us d9 notlmow about
because sdn has not onl)~ depraved our hearts but also
x:l; and hlis epistles enable us to k11.ow wha.l, he knew,
blinded our minds. Calvin follows Scripture in re- It i this conviction that Paul /mows which my critics
m.inding us that our sins have come between us and choo&1.e to label my 'system'.'' Not only the direct qnoGod. Calvin: was primarily an exegete, an expounder tation, ~.but nearly every cla11se in that summary,
of Scripture. 'Vhiat he taught about predestination Barth's own words.

'T
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The Transcendence of God
This great gulf between man and God is an old theological commonplace which much brilliant modernity
tends to forget. To some of our learned contemporaries any notion of divine transcendence is sn startling
that they call ortih;odox theists "Barthians." Fifteen
centuries ago John Chrysostom, eloquent preacher in
Constantinople, was proclaiminig that- our God is beyond the reach of angels, unimaginable to cherubim,
incomprehensible to seraphim, above the understanding of the highest powers; in His presence how may
we earthworms lift our thoughts to Him? We may
soon be told that Chrysostom and the Isaiah who saw
the Lord.sitting upon a throne, high and lifted up, were
Barthiians born out of due time! The holiness of God
has been forgotten.
Barth is trying to expound and underline what Paul
tells us about this holy, indescribable, and incomprehensible God. With marvelous command of a flexible
language, with a studied effort to keep his fluid thought
from solidifying into set formsi of words, and with an
intensification of Kierkegaard's use of paradox, Barth
tries to direct his reader's attention to that which
transcends both description and comprehension.
Calvin and Barth have the same basic position about
human knowledge of God. "Those dote," wrote Calvin, "whosoever they may! be, who insist that they
know what God is. . . . Thie demonstration of God,
whereby He maketh His glory apparent to His creatures, in respect of the brightness thereof, is clear
enough; but in respect of our blindness is: not so sufficient. Yet we are not so blind that we can pretend
ignorance, to relieve us from the blame of naughtiness
or perversity." Barth, however, found himself called
to proclaim God to a generation which in pride of human achievements had made God too comprehensible.
Men were so sure of knowing God. Jesus Chris.t was
so thoroughly understood by modern criticism, that
men undertook to correct Him, to re-shape Him, and
to psychoanalyze Him. Therefore Barth stresses the
inability of the human to grasp the divine. Barth goes
Sio far in this direction that his very conception of revelation is rather vague and elusive.

Paradox and Vagueness
This vagueness is the chief distinction between him
and Calvin. Calvin recognized the paradoxical character of much Christian truth. Calvin was on:e of the
most perspicuous writers that ever lived. His Latin is
generally admitted to be precisie ,and accurate; his
French contributed to form the clear and unambiguous
prose which delights the reader of all great French
literature. Calvin had such a mastery of paradox that
his paradoxes are in chaste, simple, and easy prose, so
that the reader is h~rdly conscious of any s1train. Fm
instance, "we stand when by faith we lean upon God,"
"man was rich before he was born;" "the life of the
/'Law when it slays us:" "more comeliness in a dead ani, mal than in a living man." To Calvin a paradox is a
cord tied into a firm knot; to Kierkegaard paradox was
like Will Rogers' famous rope, to be turned and
whirled and shown off; to Barth the numerous paradoxes which fill his pages are like many turns of
packthread wrapped round and round two heavy
bricks in hope of tying them together. Erich Schaeder
remarks that Barth's weakness is also found where
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his strength is, every time. Trying not to say too
much, he says too little. He is so cautiously paradoxical
that his meaning seems blurred and tangled. But as
Zerbe says, "Karl Barth is a genius, and no genius was
ever consistent with himself."
Calvin and Barth both tell us that God above has
revealed a Word to us. Both are theologians of the
Word of God. Both honor the vVord, though defining
it differently. But where Calvin excels in clarity and
precision, Barth prefers to speak and write all around
his theme.
Yet in his proper context, Barth is easy to understand and as definite as may be. For a century, who
has said anything better than Barth's, "You cannot
say God by shouting man in a loud voice?" And what
better summary of new theology for the last century
and a quarter can be given than that sentence?

* * * * * * * *

Readers who de8ire to get more of Karl BMth are
advised to read and re-read Barth's own books. Among translated volumes, "God in Action" and the two volumes of 'sermons
by Bwrth and Thurneysen (Round Table Press), and "The Word
of God and the Word of Man" (Pilgrim Press), are the best
vlaces to begin. For serious students, "Roriwns" and "Church
Dogmatics" are now availwble in English, but at high vrices.
Of books about Barth, try MeCcri:nachie's enthusiastic "The Significance of Karl Barth" (not his later volume on the Barthian
theology), Ralston's exuberant "A Conservative Looks to Barth
and Brunner," for its a1111reciation and connections Lowrie's
"Our Concern with the Theology of Crisis," and for its quotations i1! Gerrrian verhavs Zm·be's "The KWl'l B_arth Theology."
For orwntatwn, see Aubrey, "Present Theological Tendencies.''
To get Barth's background, read his teacher, W. Herrmamn's
"Systematic Theology" or "The Communion of the Christian
with God." Or try "The Jntervretation of Religion," by Herr1i;an1!'s other vuvil .John Baillie, who. follows the same geneml
line insfoad of vem·ing off as Barth did. Then take a good t1ose
of Kierkegaard. Readily available are my hon01·ed friend Professor Hollander's Univm·sity of Texas Bulletin No. 2326 ''Seleeti~ns from Kierkegaard,:" also Allen's book, "Kierkeg~((,rd,"
vublished by Harpers, which over-schematizes the remarkable
Dq,ne and tries to exvlain him away. A new book by Dr. Lowrie
wiU vrobably avvear soon. Unlike H o.'lander, Lowrie is interested in theology; unlike Allen, he avvreciates Kierkegaard.
NOTE -

•

AS CALVIN
Make of me no Calvinist,
God of Calvin and of me,
Cause me not to follow him
Who would follow only T'hee.
Make of me no Calvinist,
Swallowing each word he penned,
Make of me a thinker, God,
As was he, Thy intimate friend!
Make me, God, as Calvin was,
Now, while yet in days of youth,
Delving from the Depths of Thine,
Sovereign, soul-exalting truth.
Make me like the Christ, 0 God,
Give me not a Calvin's ire,
But withhold from me the spark
For a new Servetus-fire.
Make me like a Calvin, God,
Just as humble, just as brave,
Like a Calvin who refused
E'en a stone upon his grave.
-

ALBERT PIERSMA.

AN APPROACH TO THE NEW DEAL
Henry J. Ryskamp, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics, Calvin College, Grand Rapids, Michigan

SUBJECT just one phase of which, the N. R. A.,
has elicited the writing of some one hundred
A
books and several hundreds of magazine articles.,
would seem too trite to deserve much more space.
It is, however, the burning issue in the country today
·\and still evokes such diverse attitudes that another
attempt to direct thiinking concerning it may be warrranted.

Conflicting Opinions

t'hiere is little that moves to activity for and: in cooperation with one's fellows. Werner Sombart informs us that we have in Capitalism, "a predilection
for long range planning, for the sitrict adaptation of
means to ends, for exact calculation," with special
emphasis on cold calculation.
If it be granted that this is true to a large extent we
have, as C. J. Friedrich points out in the January,
1936, Journal of Social Philosophy, much the same
spirit in Soviet Russia that we have in the United
States. As he writes, "Surely the Five-Year Plan is
capitalist in spirit." Call this the industrial spirit
rather than the capitalist spirit as Friedrich does, one
is inclined nevetrtheless to concede to him the point
impaied in his article, that each of the economic orders now in existence, Capitalism, Communism, Fascism, is really spiritually; bankrupt. All three involve
dominance by a small group.

Among the attitudes frequently expressed one immediately recognizes that of the mere partisan, who
is usually most vociferous,. One need not go very far
either to find t!bre individual who is for or against the
new economic measures because he has profited or because he has lost becauise of New Deal practices. Then
there is the distinctly commercial attitude, the professional man's attitude, the general academic attitude,
the social scientist's attitude, the economist's attiSelf-Interest ,and Christian Principles
tude. Were each of these clear cut andi really representative of t!he class referred to, confusion would still
Whether it is fair or not to declare our present
be abundantly evident. But such is not the case. system spiritually bankrupt in comparison with or in
Points of view vary from that of the commercial contrast with other exils1ting systems, or with past
class, which is perhaps most unanimous in its oppo- systems, it must be obvious to all that it lacks posisition to the New Deal, to that of the social scientists tive spiritual motivati®. The ;realization iof this
and economists who are, it seems rather evenly should, of course, not lead us to extremes. Adam
divided.
Smith's approach willll ethical, it should be rememWere all flbe theorists, the intellectuals, agreed, we bered. It is frequently forgotten that his treatise on
might still have to go a-begging for the solution. As the wealth of nations is but a fragment of a larger
the sociologist Vilfredo Pareto is' quoted in the June, work whidh he had projected, on the subject of moral
1936, number of the American Sociological Review, philosophy. Smith's desire was the balancing of ind!iin his comment on the theorizers called in by the vidual rights, the e:stablishment of justice. He realized
revolutionaries in France in the nineteenth century, the need of checking and breaking down the concen"In point of fact, they were straying further from tration of power in the monarchies and t11e landed
realities tihan their opponents." Those who have the classes of his time. And he saw that the new compractical problems of administration to 1dieal with and petitive, and in that sense more democratic, developthose who enunciate principles live as it were in dif- ment of industry during his d~Y' did tend to liberate
ferent worlds~ worlds which do not have much in large numbers from the enthrallment in which they
had been held. He, therefore, extolled the tendency
common with each other.
Admitting the diversity of opiniorn and admitting that was then beginning to manifest itself, in h:is1 insisthat the objectivityi of the flheorist, based as he him- tence on individual freedom in business. His theory
self believes upon all of past experience and founded is really a generalization based upon a particular deon the soundest of all principles, may mean little in a velopment in industry at a particular time in history,
particularly difficult practical situation; adlmitting, further rationalized and made applicable to other
since theorists are themselves so sharply divided, that times and/ other conditions by his followers.
The baJStis of Smith's writing was ethical, but the
his position may be expressive of his particular bias
ethical
basis of his writings and that of other clasafter all, another theorist may at least be able to draw
sicists
was
quite different from that of the Christfr~.n
together some of the lines of thought and some of the
theist.
Thomas
Malthus, one of the school, is quoted
"facts," and thus, perhaps, be able to shade, or to
ais
having
written
that man can not be benevolent, he
prevent the development of, extremely one-sided
can only act in self-interest. Smith's writings leave
attitudes.
the same impression, - t'he harmony of interests that
he
asisumes is one that is achieved by man, not by
Is Capitalism Bankrupt?
consciously attempting to achieve it, but by working
It has been suggested repea1t'edly, and recently again in the interest of himself. And, if the critic is inclined
by Secretary Wallace in his new book, Whose Con- to interject here that such a position is after all sound
stitution, that Capitalism is spiritually bankrupt. on the basis of real understanding of the self, it must
Now, what men mean when they make this charge is be remembered tlmt Smith's self-irnterested individual
apparently that under Capitalism the drive to self- is really the egoist, not the individual that modRrn
aggrandizement in terms of material goods and in psychology and sociology have helped us to get at;
terms of power 'over others is paramount, that in it one who really develops no self-hood apart from his
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fellow. And 'his egoist is hardly the individual who,
completely dependent upon his Creator, nevertheless
has received the command to do His will andl to serve
as a co-worker with Him in accomplishing His purpose. The philosophy of Malthus and Smith is pessimistic in the extreme, or blindly optimistic, whichever way one prefers to view it, but certainly not
wholesomely Chrrisitian.

Adam Smith and Government Control
It is sometimes thought that Adam Smith in his
emphasis on "laissez faire" tended to rule out authority, particularly that of the State. But that position is
hardly correct. Adam Smith assumed the State of his
day, particularly the English imperiaHsitic State. Nor
d[d he desire to break down many of its powers upon
the exercise of which the very economic order which
he was defending was laid. He emphasized the need
of individual freedom to engage in enterprise at a
time when mercantilistic control by the State threatened to throttle the industries that were awaiting development. He recognized the need of the time and
was courageous enough to work for its realization.
Indeed, his writing may almost be regarded as propaganda for the dissemination of the new ideas.
.
As one of the really great writers of modern times
there is, indisputably, much to be learned from such a
·writer. We still have to recognize the dangers of concentration of power, and we still have to insist upon
freedom of individual action, upon individualism, upon
liberty. It would be hils!torically inept of us, however,
to fight Adam Smith's fight over again more than one
hundlred and fifty years after he fought it. He himself would! be aiming at different targets today.
Whereas he then fought for individual freedom
from the power of monarchs to create monopolies,
from the artificial restrictions placed upon trade during
the mercantilistic period before him, he might today,
on the basis of the same balance of interests, fight the
concentration of power in the hands, of monopolistic
industries, might today fight the throttling of trade by
tariff regulations, might todlay fight for more drastic
control of corporation organization, etc. It does not
seem to register in the minds of many people that in
Adam Smith's time the corporation was hardly used
in industry, that Smith 'himself did not believe it to
be adapted to general use in industry, at mo:sit only to
the organization of insurance companies and similar
enterprises. Where the control of business by the corporation was then negligible, it now controls fourfifths or more of the volume of busines:s, and trade,
and it is no longer the corporation, but the supercorporation, the holddng company, and the trust.
Smith did recognize the function of government as
one means to the achievement and maintenance of the
end, the balancing of interests. This was quite negatiw, it is true, when one knows1 of his insistence on the
role of an "invisible hand" in establishing the balance
in a thoroughly deistic manner. Whether this is to be
regarded as negative or positive action, the State today
also must be the arbitrator and defender, and, where
they have been lost, the establisher of individual
rights, the defender of justice. If it is apparent that
there is need of more active cooperation today, it is
pei·haps apparent also that such cooperation will not
be forthcoming without some change in motivation, in

basic philosophy, apparent also that our inability to
get along together in such a way that each individual's
rig'h:ts are protected means a measure of coercion, a
measure of compulsion.

Human Personality Paramount
It was the extremes to which coercion and compulsion can go that Smith and others fought. It is these
extremes that we must fight today. And just as Smith
recognized the State as a police force we may have to
recognize and extend that particular power in this new
age, and perhaps even add powers that Smith could
not have dreamed of in his time. And yet we must
recognize that the State is simply a mealliSI to an end.
a means which always threatens to become end.
Having set itself up it need not look beyond itself, and
it tends to arrogate to itself ever-increasing power.
The real end is the individual, is personality, a sufficiently broad concept to stump any one's, ability to
grasp, particularly :dUficult to grasp when one conl'niders how little one individual amounts to apart
from his fellows. This is an end especially difficult to
achieve in a world in which so many live as if they
could achieve it quite apart from others and from
what they do to others, as if they could achieve it in
the acquisition and amassing of goods.
Private property, let it be granted, can play a significant role in the development of the self as a means
to an end, but it can also <lief eat the end when those
who happen to have goods use them in such a way
that non-possessors have little or no access to them.
This does not mean that the iniSititution of private
property must be condemned. Nor does this mean
that we should attack our present economic problems
by calling each other names and by arousing one class
to s1truggle againsit other classes.
1

Need of Spiritual Motivation
The obvious lack of spiritual motivation today
should lead to more emphasis on the need of consideration of and for others, and this can succeed only
when and where that emphasis is based on the recognition of mankind's mutual dependence upon and responsibility to a Higher Power than itself. OvereIDiphasis on individualism and its results should lead
to more conscious cooperation, with perhaps special
emphasis today on consumer cooperation. The difficulties we are constantly getting into in our economic life should lead to a reexamination of economic
doctrines handed down as dogmas for a hundred years
or more. The members of the Brookings Institute
and such a noted economist as J. M. Keynes are now
attacking certain generally accepted theories in the
same spirit that Adam Smith did! in his day. Guided
by careful examination of what appear to be facts
and by careful consideration of changes in theory, we
must try to preserve our opportunities to develop personality, even if it means swinging back to a certain
extent from the individualism and dlecentralization
that Adam Smith fought for, to more of the cooperative action and centralization that certain periods in
human history demand.
(This article of Professor Rys>kamp's w'ill be followe.d. by a~1other from his pen in which specificaily New Deal pohcies w11l
be taken up. - EDITOR.)
•

OUR TWO MAJOR PARTIES - AN INTERPRETATION
Peter Hoekstra, Ph.D.
Professor of History, Cal'Vin College, Grand Rapids, Michigan

T IS not the purpose of this article to wean votes
away from Landon or to dtrum up recruits for him
Ifrom
among the RoOiseveltians. No effort will be
made to change or to influence any one's political
convictions, or to forecast the outcome of the election.
The purpose is, rather, to evaluate some of the issues
which appear to divide Republicans and Democrats,
particularly as these touch upon moral and spiritual
values.
The New Deal the Issue

political philosophy peculiar to this party? There is
as yet no evidence of this.. Has their motive been lrnmanistic and altruistic, or have they desired merely1
to glorify the party? Answers to these last two ques-;
tions may well vai;y, but they are just now not the important questions,) What is of real import just now .
is that the New Deal is under way, that the Democrats have fathered it, and that they have kindled high
expectations. Would it not be a social and political
calamity as well as a moral setback if the program
were to be abandoned entirely?

No doubt the moSrt important single issue is the
Considering Some Objections
New Deal. This issue overshadows every other in its
importance for the immediate and more remote fuBut can the Christian conscientiously support a polture, and in a measure it also em.braces the others. icy which, as even staunchest supporters admit, is sub- '
There are few planks in the platform of either party ject to much criticism and dissatisfaction? The failwhich may not be linked in one way or another with ures of the New Deal have been grievous., seemingly
this fundamental issue. The spirit in which either unnecessary at times, and disappointingly costly. Zeal
party, if elected, may be expected to interpret or exe- often seems to have outrun discretion. Curious incon: '
cute itsi platfonn will depend to au extent on the sistencies and incongruities have appeared. There have·
party's attitude toward the New Deal.
been strangely un-American experiments, reversals ~
·
The New Deal is not only one of the most com- and seeming betrayal:si of :policy.
prehensive programs of readjustment and reform ever
But should the program he judged by its failurei
undertaken in this country, but it also involves moral alone? Is progress usually achieved by one broad
issues greater than any which have arisen in our politi- leap? Is the trial and error method not more comcal life since the slavery ques1tion was settled. This mon? The slavery question was not settled: in one
program has grown to such magnitude as not to admit decade or even in one generation. England, which'
of ready definition or description, but the gist of it is for over fifty years has been trying to work out its
not so difficult to understand. It calls to mind not own New Deal, can point to a record of failures as
only such major policies as the A. A. A., N. R. A., and well as accomplishments. But the English have the
P. W. A., but also a long lis1t of other measures, mostly wisdom of profiting from their failures. The Nethernew in American experience. Borrn of the depres:sfon, lands, where under the Anti-Revolutionary party the "
it has sought to solve certain fundamental problems regimentation of life has proceeded much farther than ..
which the depression accentuated but did not create, here, has not arrived at its present stage without failand which will be with us still when recovery is com- ures. We, too, should profit from our failures. But ·
plete. An attempt at least has been made by the party the New Deal in this country is not simply a record
now in power to look into the right and wrong of of failures. It can also point to substantia_l_ achi~vesocial and economic relationships, and to reme<liy 1nents.
.. >
wrong by governmental action which at many points
At
this
point
I
sense
another
question.
How
can
the
touches the life and welfare of the individual citizen.
Christian morally support a policy which the Supreme
All this has involved also a conception of the pur- Court has declared to be unconstitutional? In answer
pose and function of government which, if not entirely it s'hould be rememberedi that the Supreme Court has
new, has certainly not received sufficient stress among never condemned th\e New Deal as such. It has cerus for many a decade. In this conception of govern- tainly never declared that its purpose was unethical -; .
ment the Christian will rejoice. All too often in and unjust. None of its decisions rest on this ground. _,_
the pa!S1t has the government consciously or uncon- It is not the function of our Federal courts to decide
sciously, favored a special class under the mistaken whether laws are just or unjust, expedient or ineximpres.."l.ion that it was thereby: promoting the interests pedient, but sillljply to declare whether they are in "
of the masses. The New Deal seems. to realize that the conformity with the Cons•titution as it now stands. "'
government has the moral duty and obligation of pro- That is all the courts have dione in this case - they
moting the general welfare by active and positive have declared that certain hastily and clumsily drafted
means, if need he by curbing the power of the privi- laws were unconstitutional and therefore void. They
leged class. In spite of failures, the New Deal seems perhaps could not do otherwise and certainly shO:uld
to aim at a just deal, and gives evidence of a desire to not be condemned for performing a function which theapply an ideal which is soundly American as well as Constitution itself lays upon them. The way is still
Chr,istian - the ideal of justice for all.
open for Congress to draft new laws, in place of the
\Vould the Democrats apart from the depression N. R. A. and other ·d!efeated measures, which may pass
and in normal times have undertaken so comprehen- the scrutiny of the courts, or where this is not pos.- ·
sive a progl'am? This may well he doubted. Have sible, the Constitution itself, which was never intended
they uow done .s:o in pursuance of any fundamental to stand in the way of justice, may he amended_ in
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conformity with existing needs·. At any rate, the
·courts have not declared themselves on the moral issue
aiul will not do so. This issue must he decided at the
. polls by the vote of the American people.

The Republican Platform

43

tic, or communistic. The Republican purpose seems
to be: just enough regimentation to satisfy more immediate needs, rather than to satisfy the demands
of justice all along the line. There are fewer longrange policies and less evidence of long-range planning
than among the Democrats. The platform as a whole
leaves the impression that the party is still largely proindustrial, and that a lump of the old leaven of "laissez-faire" is still at work.
lt)1as been pointed out that our major parties are in
sulistantial accord on many questions. Similarities and
agreements do, of course, exist. Thus both parties are
opposed to Fascism and CommunisiW - the Democrats liy an express statement in their platform, the
Republicans by implication. J3oth Republicans and
Democrats express the need of maintaining the Bill of
Rights and of preserving the liberties of the people~
The anti-monopoly plank is the strongest ever inserted
in a Republican platform and reads much like an
utterance of Woodrow Wilson. The pronouncements
of both parties read very much alike on the maintenance of the merit system in the civil service, on social
legislation, the budget and the currency, and on the
need of regulating public utilities and securities. But
are these agreements any greater than those which
may be found in the platforms of previous election
years? These points of agreement should not be unduly stressed. After all, there. are differencs, subtle
differences often in emphasis and detail, but also larger
differences in interpretation as to the role which government should play.

, The Republican platform shows no whole-hearted
acceptance of New Deal policies, but on the contrary
:somewhat wholesale condemnation, which on re-reading sounds a bit intolerant and hysterical. The indicttnent seems to have been made, as Lippmann points
out, "without even a pretense of attempting to. weigh
the evidence, to recognize the difficulties, to acknowledge the achievements, and as a result the indictment
has as yet not been made persuasively." But the platform also indicates that the Republicans, during these
fo;ur lean years, have not in vain attendled t'he school
of , experience. Some planks may be made to face
both ways, and seem intended to satisfy both conservatives and liberals within the party. In general, in so
far as concessions are made to New Deal policies, the
platform is vague, evasive, somewhat doctrinaire.
This may be a merit and may evince real statesmanl ship, for it is often impossible to specify in advance
what is to be done and how it is to be done. But it is.
also a demerit, for it leaves the voter in uncertainty.
Who is to interpret thie platform for us?
'". Under a favorable interpretation such Republican
pledlges as old age and unemployment insurance, bentfit payments to farmers, and the regulation of public
i1tilities and of the marketing of securities seem like a
Some Differences
. surrender to the principles of the Democratic program.
The platform also recognizes the existence of a field
Some of these differences may be illustrated by
within which governmental regulation of business "is noting the party attitude toward! the budget, relief and
desirable and salutary," and promises that the party unemployment, and toward what, for lack of a better
will "assume the obligations and duties imposed upon term, may be called the constitutional issue.
governments by modern conditions." This is sound
Both platforms express a firm determination to redoctrine, so far as it goes. Conceivably it may imply duce national expenditures and to achieve a balanced
all that the New Deal stand's ·for. But is. is clearly not budget. For the taxpayer, who faces the prospect of
intended to imply this much, for it is after all Republi- seeing himself and his children fettered by a huge
' can doctrine, which must be interpreted in the light national <llebt, these promises are desirable and hopeof party history and in the light which the platform ful. A government cannot go on indefinitely spending
of 1936 sheds on party purpose ... This same platform more than it receives. National bankruptcy is just as
proposes the removal of restrictions on production, mucl1 within the reahn of possibility as individual
, 'the encouragement instead of hindrance of legitimate liankruptcy, but the moral and political consequences
business, and the elimination of menacing and ham- of national bankruptcy are far more baleful. Every
,. pering regulations. These and other pronouncements, government has thie moral duty of safeguarding its
, under an unfavorable interpretation, may carry us people against these consequences. Both parties seem
, b~ck to the days of Hoover and his Republican pre<l'.e- to recognize this duty. Admittedly one of the conspicuous weaknesses of the Roosevelt administration
·cessors.
has been its failure in this respect to• live up to the
· ·. Ais yet thds ,'unfavora;bl.e interpretation idloes not 'solemn promise made in 1932. What assurance does
· seem to be warranted. .The platform, in spHe of its the voter have that the Democratic promise of this
·dJenunciation, has sought ,'to \comp:romise with the year is to be considered binding? And would RepubNew Deal, and so have the leaders,. Knox maintains licans, in view of the continued need of large scale
"that changing social and economie conditions call for relief, be in a better position to carry out their
increased federal activities." He concedes, too, that promise?
hot "all the measures of the present administration
Perhaps both parties may be reminded of a question
have been failures," and that there have been a few raised, somewhat plaintively, by Dr. Colyn, prime
sound, desirable measures. This shows a reluctant minisiter of the Netherlands. He as:ks, in effect,
auiniration, which may be construed as the highest whether any state is rich enough to satisfy permakind of praise, in particular after certain Republican nently the many demands which justice und~r a modleaders, such as Hoover, have consistently sought to ern democracy makes upon government. The parties
characterize Democratic measures as fascistic, socialis- do well to insist on a balanced budget. They do bet1
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ter, however, to inform the nation that the demands
of justice continue to be costly, but that government
inactivity, with consequent perpetuation of unjust so~.ial and economic conditions, may prove to be more
costly still. Better, far better for the time being, an
unbalanced budget than a fascistic or communistic
uprising. This, too, is an issue in the present campaign - or is it perhaps another way of stating the
main issue?
The differences between the parties in the matter
of budget, unemployment, and relief involves first of
all the question: Who shall pay the bill? Both would
diminish unemployment, and agree that meanwhile
relief must continue. But Republicans insist that relief
must be provided from the revenues of state and local
governments. Such fedieral grants as: may be necessary should be handled by non-political local agencies.
In other words the Republicans would remove the burden from the federal taxpayer and cast it largely upon
the state taxpayer. Incidentally this solution of the
relief problem by the locality is in harmony with the
position of the Anti-Revolutionary party, but whether
this has any particular significance may be questioned.
There also practice is not always irn harmony with
principle. It may be pointed out, too, in passing, that
the Republican party by way of reaction to recent
Democratic policies shows a tendency to lean too far
backward. The party has reversed its historical role
and now seems readty: to champion the one-time Democratic principle of states' rights.
The Underlying Issue
This last consideration aside, the differences between
the parties in such matters as the budget, unemployment, and relief involve not simply the question of
who shall pay, but point again to a more fundamental
difference of interpretation as to t11e purpose and function of government., Wallace S. Sayre has recently
characterized the difference by saying, "To the Republican, government has a limited role; to the Democrat, it has an expanding role." The Democrats, in
almost the exact language of the Anti-Revolutionary
party, insist that "government in a modern civilization
has certain inescapable obligations to its citizens," and
maintain that "unemployment is a national problem
and that it is an inescapable obligation of the government to meet it in a national way." The emphasis is
clear. As has been noted, tlie Republicans also promise that the party will "assume the obligations and
duties imposed upon governments by modern conditions." But tl1e emphasis of the entire platform is
different. One cannot but sense in the Republican
attitude a desire to reduce the scope and power of
government. The government must pursue such policies "as will furnish a chance for individual enterprise, industrial expansion, andi the restoration of jobs."
Indlustrial recovery will follow upon the withdrawal
of hampering regulations, and this industrial recovery
in turn will take care of unemployment.
In their platform as well as in their party utterances
of the past four years', Republicans have sought to
arouse in the American public a fear complex - fear
as .to the administration's ultimate intentions with
reference to business, industry, and commerce, and
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fear as to the safety of the American system of constitutional government. "America is in peril" -- this is
the opening seritence of their platform. And the preamble then continues with a series of bristling indictments. The New Deal administration has dishonored American traditions, and has endangered the
rights and! liberties of citizens; it has· constantly sought
to usurp the rights of the states. The powers of Congress have been usurped by the President. The administration has insis·ted on the passage of laws contrary to the Constitution, and "created a vast multitude of new offices, filled them with its favorites, set
up a centralized bureaucracy, sent out swarms of inspectors to harass our people."
Bureaucracy and Centralization
This fear may be understood and may in part be
justified\. Some of the e:x,periments of the administration have been ill-advised and reckless, have left the
small business man in particular in a state of bewilderment, and have at times worked injustice. It is
well for the opposition party to call attention to this
situation. It is also entirely correct and wholesome for
them to remind us of the dangers of bureaucracy and
of the unconstitutional concentration of power in the
hands of the president. No former executive, not even
the war-time presidents., Lincoln and Wilson, have
wielded! as much discretionary power as was vested in
Roosevelt. This power was not usurped, but was conferred by laws regularly passed by Congress, laws
which the courts have now for the most part declared
to be unconstitutional. Future historians· will perhaps
clear the President of the charge of having abused his
vast powers. There is as yet no evidence that fundamental rights and liberties have been placed in jeopardy or that American political institutions have been
permanently modiified for the worse. But all this does
not change the fact that the unconstitutional tendency
manifested by the administration was a dangerous
one and that it could not be continued without altering the whole character and spirit of our government.
One shudders at the idea of seeing such vast powers
wielded by a demagogue such as Huey Long.
Republican emphasis todiay is on less bureaucracy
and more decentralization:.111is has been the trend also
in other federal governments, such as; the German Empire, Canada, and Australia. Republican emphasis today may be desirable and may serve a useful constitational purpose. But decentralization may also be carried too far. Has not experience shown that decentrali.:.
za ti on spells inefficiency? And may it not result, as -it
has in the past, in the gravest kind of injustice? Are tlie
Democrats, in their turn, not correct in insisting thit
"drouth, dust storms., floods, minimum wages, maximum hours, child labor and working conditions in industry, monopolistic and unfair business practices cannot be adequately handled exclusively by 48 separate
state legislatures, 48 separate sfate administrations,
and 48 separate state courts?" This, too, is but an-"
other phase of the main iss~e.
It is clear that in this election year there are real
issues and that we are passing through a period of
party realignment. Neither party appears as yet to
have consistently thought through its position. Both
are groping toward a solution.

BOOK REVIEW
INDEPENDENCY AND REFORMED POLITY
DE NEDERLANDSCHE GEREFORMEERDEN EN HET INDEPENDEN'IlISME
IN DEl ZEVENTIENDE EEUW. Door Dr. D. Nauta, Amsterdarn,
H. J. Paris, 1936.

the twenty-fourth of January of the present year, Dr.
O· NNauta
was inducted info the professorship of Church History at the Free University of Amsterdam. The pn~sent brochure of 64 pages brings his i111augural address. He appropriately chose a historical subject and discussed the relations1hips
of the Refonned Dutch ecclesiiastics of the seventeenth cent1Ury
with English Independency.
The address consists of two main parts, the first of which reviews the contacts between the Reformed and the Independents.
Though Independency wa.s an English movement, the fact that
its early advocates had sought and, found a refuge from persecution 'in thf! Netherlands about the year 1600, and the fact that
between the Netherla·nds and Britain as the tw-0 foremost Protestant p-0wers there existed a particularly close community of interesits, provided for such contacts. These were of two types.
At times, churches of Independ1e•ntist refugees assumed an unfriendly attitude toward the Reformed Chmch of the Netherlands, wh'ich in the case of Amsterdam went to the length of active o.ppositiort. The other main contact was furnished by the
W esitminster Assembly, whose discussions -0f the reorganization
of the English Church held the attention of the Reformed leaders
in every country. One of the Dutch Classes, that of Walch•eren,
even took steps to memorialize the Assembly in the interests1 of
the maintenance of the Reformed, Presbyterian, chamcter of the
Church of England. The memorial was drafted by Apollonius.
In •the second part of his addre&SI, Dr. Nauta reviews the
wr'iting of Apollonius. For purposes of illustrating the attitude
of the Reformed Dutch tow1ard Independ1mcy, he finds it more
servicea•ble than the publ'ished utterances of other leaders of
those daysi, since it has less, and deserV!es more, publicity, limits
itself strictly h> a discussion of the posiitions of Independency,
is complete, and bears a semi-official character. In brief, Apollonius objected to the experientiialism, the covenanting, the localism, and the democracy of the Independentists, their subjection of the ministry to the congregation, their denial of the
power of the major assemblies, and thie·ir rejection of binding
credal and liturgical formularies. We may say, then, that the
u'ual Reformed criticisms of Independency wene formulated by
ApolJonius.
In some closing reflections, Dr. Nauta emphasizes thEl agreement o.f the Reformed associates of Apollonius with his opposdtion to In<lependency, and his maintenance of the power of
major assemblies to discipline and excommunicate consistories
that are apostatizing from fundamentals of the faith or of
ethics. In view of recent Reformed history and debates•, both
hero and oveMeas, these two points are of special significance.
The addr•ess is written in a plain and clear style, andi its·
1naterial is arranged in a lucid order. Added are extracts from
the minutes of CLassis Walcheren and a missive from two of
it~ ministerial members counS1eHng against the official adoption
ot,nd transmission of Apollonius' draft by Classis. More than ten
pages of additional annotations bring ample l'iterary references
for the student desiring to pursue the subjeet further.
W•e congratulate Dr. Nauta and hope that in his responsible
and influential new position he may be permitted and enabled,
~o enrich us with many more similar fruits of his researches.
D. H. KROMMINGA.
MAN - SCIENCE - TELEP A THY - MIRACLES
THE UNKNOWN. By Alexis Carrel, Harper & Brothers,
New Yorlc, 1986. pp. 15 +346.

MAN,

rrHE only man really competent to review Carrel's book is he
who has mastered the sciences Carrel himself enumerates
on p: 285 of his book, namely, "anatomy, physiology, biological

chemistry, psychology, metaphysics, pathology, medicine," and
who, furthermore, has "a thm·ough acquaintance with genetics,
nutrition, development, pedagogy, esthetics, morals, religion,
sociology, and economics." With Miltonic optimism Carrel believes such competence not at all impossible. The writer of
these lines, however, being keenly aware of lacking such omniscience, asks the reader hi regard his contribution to the present
isSJUe of THE CALVIN FORUM as being not a formal review of
Carrel's book, but as consisting rather of some references to
and some reflections on the same.
That Carrel realizes the situpendous difficulty which is involved in any attempt to realize a genuine science of man i;
sufficiently evident from his second chapter. It 'is equally clear
tha.t he believes himself not lacking in the qualifications required of one who is to contribute towards the attainment of
suc!h a science. This follows from what he says of himself in
the preface.1)
"He has observed," says he. "practically every form of human activity. He is acquainted with the poor and the rich, the
sound and the diS'eased, the learned and the ignorant, the weakmfoded, 1!he insane, the shrewd, the criminal, etc. He knows
farmers, proletarians, clerks, shonkeepers, financiers. manufacturers. politicians, statesmen, soldiers, professors, school-teachers. clergymen, peasants, bourgeois, and aristocrats. The circumstances of his life have led h'im across the path of philos...
ophers, artists, poet~, and scientists. And als-o of geniuses,
heroes. and saints. At the sam1<> t.ime. he has studied the hidden
mechanisms which, in the depth of the tif'lmes and in the immensity of the brain, are the subsitratum af organic and mental
phenomena."
If all 1.1h!is sounds boastfuJ the readieir must not forget two
things. In the first place there is no question of Carrel's eminence as a scientist. As a surgeon he has an international
reputation. His skill is positively uncanny, and he ·has• made
important contributions to surgical technique. A member of
the Rockefeller Institute ,o,f New York, in itself no small distinction, he was awarded in 1912 the Nobel prize in medicine
for his suturing of blood vessels and transplantation of organs.
Dur'ing the war Camel with Henry D. Dakin perfected tlhe famous Carrel-Dakin solution for the treatmen't of wounds. The
list .cf his contributions to science ·is a long one. Neither is
there any question that his researches have nm been lim'ited to
med1icine and biology.
The second thing to be remembered is that though Carrel has
a proper respect for his own competence and achievements, he
is not lacking in a certa'in fundamental modesty. Thus he says
on p. xii of the preface:
"He fullv understa11rls the difficulties inherent in the temerit''
d hi,:; unrlertaking. He has tried to confine all knowlerlg.?< of
man w'itlhdn the pa,,.es of a small book. Of course. he ha<:1 not
;;ucceerled. He will not satisfy the sned::ilids- bec~use they
know far more than he rloes. and they will re<>'ard him as• sunerficiaL Neither will he please the general public, for this volume
contains too many techn'ical details."
There is something heartening about the fact that in spite of
the sentence last quoted Carrel's book has become a best seller.
After all, we Americans clearly are not all of us limiting our
reading to the tabloids and the "Red' Book."
Thie book 'is meaty. There are many subjects discussed in it
that can only be mentioned here, m-0re that can not even be mentioned if this quasi-review is not to become too long. Carrel,
e. g., enforces the point already made in 1932 by McDougall in
his Wodd Chaos, namely, our progress in the physical sciences
has compltely outstripped our abil'ity to use this increase in
knowledge wisely, with tJhe collS'equence that our a<livance, for
example, in chemistry may eventually prove our undoing. He
records a severe indictment of democracy, and a scathing denunciation of present-day social life.
I)

Quotations are made by the permission of the publishers.
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"Those who discern good ,and evil," says he, "who are industrious and provident, remain poor and are looked upon as morons. The woman who has seiv'eral children, who devotes herself
to their education, instead of to her career, is considered weakminded . . . Robbers enjoy pros,perity and peace. Gangsters
are protected by politicians and respected by judges. They are
tlhe heroes whom children aidmire at the cinema and imitate in
their games. A rich man has every right. He may discard his
aging wife, abandon his old mother to penu1ry, rob those who
have entrusted their money to him, without losing the cons'ideration of his friends. Homosexuality flourishes. Sexual morals
have been cast aside. Psychoanalysts supervise men and women
'in the·ir conjugal relations. There is no difference between
wrong and right, just and unjust."
,
However, what makes the book ama~ing, coming as it does
from such a source, and what has caus;ed it to fall like a bomb
in the camp of the nat1ural scientists i~, the attitude th'is famous
scientist takes towards telepathy, clairvoyance, and especially
miracles.
Telepathy is for Carrel an incontrovert'ible fact. On p. 261
he declares:
"Oairvo.yance and telephathy are a primary datum of scientific observation."
"Thought seems to be transmitted, like electromagnetic waves,
from one region of space to another. We do not know its v.e:locity. So far, it has not been possible to measure the speed of
telepathic communications. Neither biologists, physicists, nor
astronomers have taken int-0 account the existence of metapsychical ,phenomena. Telepathy, however, is a primary datum
of obrervatfon. If, some day, thought should be found to travel
through space as light does, our theories about the constitution
of the universe would have to be modified. But it is not sure
that telepathic phenomena am due to the transmission of a
physical agent."
As ,for miracles there is an amazing paragraph on p. 148
which in part reads thus:
"Ou:r< present concepfion of the influence of prayer upon pathological lesions is based upon the, observation of patients who
have been cured almost instantaneously of various affections,,
such as peritoneal tuberculosis, cold abscesses; osteitis, suppurating wounds, lupus, cancer, etc. The process of healing changes<
little from one individual to another. Often, an acute pain. Then
a suddi2n sensation of being cured. Il1 a few seconds, a few
minutes, at the most a few hourSi, wounds are cicatrized, pathological symptoms disappear, appetite returns. Sometimes functional disorders vanish before the anatom'ical lesions. are repaired. The skeletal dEformations of Pott's disease, the cancerous glands, may still persist two or three days after the
healing of the main lesions. The miracle 'is chiefly characmirized by an extreme acceleration of the processes of organic
repair. There is no doubt that the: rate of cicatrization of the
ana:t-Oni.'ical defects is much greater than the normal one. The
only condition indisipens"able to the occurrence of the phenoll1J2non
is 1wayer. But there is no need for the patient himself to pray,
or even to have any 1'1€Jigious faith. It is suffic'ient that s-0me
one around him be in a state of' prayer. Such facts a:re of
profound significance. They show the reality of certain relations, of still unknown nature, between psyc1h-0logical and organic processt:s. They prove the objective importance of the
spir'itual activities, which hygienists, physicians, educators, and
sociologists have almost always neglected to study. They open
to man a new world."
One cannot but admire Carrel's couragie. He realizes that he
is r'isking his reputation for scientific sanity, but this in no wise
dete1·s him from speaking tlhe truth as he sees it.
It is plain the man has respect for religion though it is not
plain whether he has any of his own. One wishes 'it for a character fundamentally so fine, so fearless, and so honest.

J.

BROENE.

CHRISTIAN HELP ON MORAL QUESTIONS
By Jolw·nn Michael Reu, in conjunction with
Paul H. Buehring. The Lutheran Boole Concern, Columbus,
Ohio, 1935. $2.50.

CHRIS'l'IAN ETHICS.

A Handbook of Christian Ethics. By
Joseph Stu1np. Published at $2.50. Sold through special
purchase /01· $J.25 at K1·egel's Boole Store, 525 Eastern
Ave., SE., Grand RnpUls, Mich.

THE CHRISTIAN LIFE.

rrHESE books may conveniently be xeview:e<l together. Both
deal with Chr'istian Ethics. Both a1·e seminary text-books.
Both are written from the conservaitive Luther.an standpoint.
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Both are untechnical, so that they can be used by any layman
as well as by those s,tudying theology. Of the two, Professor
Reu's work is the larger and contains1 more references to German works and titles.
The point of view in the discussion of moral questions; is that
of t'he biblical, orthodox, Lutheran theologian. Dr. Reu is ProfeSISor of Ethics at Wartburg Seminary, Dulbuque, Iowa, and
Dr. Buehring, who has written part of the book, is Professor'
at Cap'ital University, Columbus, Ohio. Both are connected with
the American Lutheran Church. Dr. Stump, whose book was
already published in 1930, but is now offered at a reduced price,
is PreS!ident of the N orthwest:ern Lutlheran Theological Seminary, Minneapolis, Minnesota, an inst'itution of . the United
Lutheiran Church in America.
These books are helpful for the average Christian who desires
some guidance on questionS! of morals. Popular, serviceable
handbooks on Christian E1thics for the general public are not so
plentiful, especially not those written from tJhe biblical point of
view. It is regrettable that as yet there are not more of these
written by men of Reformed perSIUasion. Howeve'l', if one will
make allowance for a llttle bias in favor of Lutheranism and
against Calvinism, it must be said that both of these books can
be of great help. Seeing that practical moral questions are discussed as well as the principles and foundations of the Christian
moral life, books like these are very practical and ought to be
found in church libraries and the book collections of church
societies.
To g'i·ve the average reader an idea of the treatment and the
subjects taken up, we will quote the section on games of chance
in the Reu-Buehring book:
"Games of chance are not sinful in themselves; they become
pfoful when they are used for the pur,pose of betting and gambling. for we are to make our living by productive work, not by
outwittin~ our fellowman or obtain'ing his money without the
return of an adequate eouivalent (Acts 20 :33, 35; Kph. 4 :28;
I Thess<. 4:11. 12; II Thess. 3:10, 11 1 the Eighth Commandment). The fact that by over-indulgence in such games the
gambl'ing instinct is easily developed, and the danger of giving
offense to weaker brethren, make 'it advisable for the Christian
as a rule to abstain from them. All pastimes and amusements
come under the criterion of God's Word, Eccl. 11 :9, 'Know thon
that for all these things God will bring thee into judgment'."
This quotation might give the general reader the impression
that these books• deal only with practical ethical subjects. Yet
this is not the case. The first part is 'in the case of both of
these books devoted to the more fundamental questions as to the
nature of the Christian moral life and the Christian moral ideal.
The bibl'ical and doctrinal foundations upon which the s'Cience
of Christian Ethics rests come in for brief and populal' discussion.
Especially this phase of the subject ought to be better known
to Christians in general. In circles where doctrinal preaching
is honored and practiced, the intimate connection between dogma
and ethics is not always correctly apprehended. One of the
baneful results of this misapprehension may often be seen 'in the
mistaken idea that interest in dogmatics. and interest in ethics
cannot go hand in hand. The pr<agmatism and humanism of
our day have often served to accentuate this alleged conflict.
As a result we frequently hear pleas made for the cultivation
of an ethical interest at the expense of a S'Ound dogmatic foundation. This represents a false antithesis, even though certa'in traditionally orthodox dogmatic writers have often given
justifiible reason for this misapprehension. There can be no
sound moral program, no adequate Christian ethics - neither
individual nor social - w'ithout a basis in the revealed truths
concerning God, man, sin, and salvation.
There is nothing scholarly, profound, or or'iginal in the treat.
me•nt of either of these books. The student of Christian Ethics
will find nothing new. But the general Christian public will be
greatly benefitted by the reading of such books as these, and it
will be a great help for them to ha'.ye a book like this ready for
reference when questions of right and wrong call for a solution.
C. B.
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HET REvmL IN NEDERLAND. By M. Elisabeth J(luit;,
Paris, Anisterdam, 1936. Price, bound, fl. 4.90.

H.J.

THIS work is written by a great-granddaughter of Willem
de Clerq, known for his poetical improvisations,, h'is wellkept diary, and his influence on the revival movement in Holland
which started 'in 1821 under Bildlerdijk and Da Costa, two of the
most famous scholars, poets, and Christian philosophers of the
Netherlands. The authoress is not only well-equipped to write
this book because she is in the possession of some fam'ily secrets,
but above all because she is secretary of the Revival Archives. Institute. As a newcomer in the historical field she enlists the
guard'ianship of the well-known hisrtorian Dr. N. Japikse. But
tJhe first two qualifications are ample enough to make the work
reliable andl systematic. This volume on the Dutch Revival is a
truly historical and informing book.
Besides being scientific, Miss Kluit has a charm of her own.
'l'his is .partly due to the intimacy of the material she offers
which is drawn from numerous letters and little pamphlets which
she collected in her work as an archivist. Indeed, here is the
so-called intimate history of the Revival M<Nement for which
we have been waiting many years. The writer pictures all the
prominent and many less prominent figures in their search for
Godi, for salvation, for knowledge of the Scriptures, for propaganda without strife, for friendship sanctified by the fear of
God, but also in their OVieir-emphasis of Chriseian experience,
and in their under-emphasis of Christian culture, though most
of them were children of cultured homes, and a few of them
felt the need of the application of Chris:tianity to politics, literature, and philosophy.
It is of great interest to watch the similarity of this movement to the separation movement, two of whose leaders, Van
Raalte and Scholte, came to America in 1847. And to note the
differences! Both movements seem to have lacked the full
grasp of a Christian philosophy of life for which Baivinck
and Kuypm- later laid the foundation. Both movements were
more or less isolated, therefore, from the national life, as it expressed 'itself in politics andl economics, in higher education and
art. But whereas the Revival was aristocratic, peace-loving,
studious, philantropical, the Seperationists were democratic,
militant, focusing their attention on the central truths of Christianity and of Calvinism, mystically minded. Miss Kluit also
brings out what men like Van Velzen, Scholte, and Brummelkamp .owe to Da Costa and Le Febure and Twent. There must
have been much more subtle and un<lerground contact. Else it
would have been impossible to unite the two groups of Reformed
Churches after only six years of independence. But this remains to be shown by other historians.

The book covers the ground of half a century (1817-1854). It
gives a sketchy .review of the Revival in_ England, Scotland,
Switzerland, France, and Germany. But it goes into all kinds
of beautiful detail in regard to Bilderdijk, Da Costa, the activities and meetings in Amste!rdam, The Hague; Rotterdam,
Utrecht, Rheden, Groningen. It gives a clear picture Of the
conventicles where study was made of the Bible, of Dutch Histo.ry, andl of the French Revolution. And it finally discusses
the practical work of the second generation 'in regard to education, literature, missions, and ph'ilanthropy. Works like Rullmann's and Miss Kluit's ought to be translated into English.
The younger generation needs historical works l'ike those to be
kept from the pitfalls of higher criticism and the octopus of
a paternalistic church machinery.
H.J. V. A.

JQHN CALVIN

MAN OF GOD

He viewed the world precociously,
This grave-miened lad of Picardy.
A youth of rare sagacity,
Renowned for mental brilliancy,
He towered above the common clod:
John Calvin, man of God.
Expounder of philosophy,
Keen student of theology;
Well-versed alike in law and Greek,
The youthful priest from Pont l'Eveque,
Of learning made his soul a quad·~':
John Calvin, man of God.
Such was the man, whose ardent zeal
Was spent to right tfte rolling keel
Of Reformation's'stonn~tossed ship,
Nigh stranded on a treacherous strip
Of reef: the rocks of rivalry.
To put His bark to open sea,
God's helmsman in the wheelhouse trod:
John Calvin, man of God.
A man of stern, unyielding mien;
Foe of the lustful Libertine.
Against Castellio's humanism,
And Bolsec's false Catholicism,
He wielded his ecclesial rod:
John Calvin, man of God.
He was a man, whose mighty pen,
Before the muddled minds of men,
Set forth his tenets strong and clear:
His Institutes, without a peer,
His world-famed Commentaries, read
Where'er the Church of Christ has spread
Her pilgrim's tent. With truth well shod
Was Calvin, man of God.
Four centuries were born and died
Since this great prophet prophesied
To rich and poor, to great and small.
Today, from Reformation Wall,
In old Geneva, Calvin's face
Mute witness bears of Sovereign Grace.
But far and wide his words of truth,
Possessed of everlasting youth,
Bring living testimony still
Of God's Eternal Sovereign Will.
Though long he sleeps beneath the sod,
Yet speaks John Calvin, man of God.
.,. Quad= prison.
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What Renewing
Subscribers Say
I highly appreciate "The Calvin Forum." I trust and pray you will be enabled to
carry on this great and good work, for such jou.rnals as yours are the need of the
hour. Your meat is rich and yGur note positive. Keep sounding that positive note.
Bobcaygeon, Ont., Canada.
Duncan Monro.

Happy to know that your venture has been blessed. . . • • The editorials are fine,
admire the positive tone. Criticism of books are excellent. Even if I should never
read the book, I like to know wha't others say about it. There are books which have
been reviewed which I expect to add to my library.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Henry Denkema.

Here is $4.00. I cannot afford to be without "The Forum."
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Jacob Arens.

You and your colleagues are doing a great piece of work on "The Calvin Forum."
Thus far, you have rung the bell with every issue. You have achieved breadth, but
not at the cost of depth.
Wellsburg, la.
John C. DeKorne.

We enclose herewith Money Order for another year's subscription . • • • • Most of
all do we estimate greatly the Calvinistic note. That brings us into fellow&hip with
you. Calvinism is most precious as a doctrine and surely resolves our problems and
difficulties.
W. A. Baird.
Anath, Kilmacolm, Renfrewshire, Scotland.

You're doing a fine job.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Jacob DeJager.

May I express my appreciation of "The Calvin Forum"? I am increasingly thankful to our gracious God that He has given me a place in a church which, though small,
can claim men with such vision that they have launched a periodical as "The Calvin
Forum." I have enjoyed every issue. So thought-provoking . • • • •
Los Angeles, Calif.
S. Struyk.
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